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ABSTRACT
Almost every type of cybersecurity incident leverages one or more social engineering attacks. Nowadays social engineering attack is considered one of the most
significant threats to individuals and organizations. It is an attacking technique that
manipulates and deceives users to access or gain privileged information. Cybersecurity training is an effective defence method to enhance people’s awareness of social
engineering attacks, especially training through game playing or educational games.
However, fewer tools can customize social engineering simulations based on user’s
characteristics and needs. Some social engineering training tools are lack motivation,
engagement, and interaction.
Gamification is the use of game elements and game design techniques in non-game
contexts. Using gamification can combine the game elements and social engineering
training. In this thesis, we investigated the use of gamification to improve users’
awareness and engagement in anti-social engineering training. We proposed a gamified
social engineering platform called GamiSE by applying modern gamification principles
to gamify the anti-social engineering training process. Users can use the platform to
share experiences related to social engineering and report social engineering attacks.
The platform can send phishing email attacks to the users. Users can get points,
badges, achievements, and other gamification elements based on their performances.
We conducted a study to measure the impact of adding gamification in anti-social
engineering training. In our study, 74 subjects participated in the 20-day evaluation.
The study results indicated that adding gamification elements can motivate users
to participate in social engineering training and positively affect participants’ performances on the SE training platform. The users’ awareness and ability to detect
social engineering attacks such as phishing attacks improve by participating in gamified anti-social engineering training.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

1.1

Overview

In today’s information age, people’s daily lives are inseparable from phones, computers, and the Internet. All these services store a large amount of personal information.
The world is experiencing cybersecurity information disclosure every day. With the
advancement of technology, more and more cybersecurity attacks appear. The cybercriminals use various methods to deceive people and to disturb people’s regular life.
Studies show that almost every type of cybersecurity attack uses some social engineering methods [8]. Therefore, Social Engineering (SE) attacks, especially phishing
attacks, become a popular tool for cybercriminals [8]. Social Engineering (SE) is
defined as ”any act that influences a person to take any action that may or may
not be in the person’s interests” [47]. Social engineering attack aims to manipulate
and deceive victims into accessing or gaining privileged information. There are many
types of SE attacks, such as Phone Phishing, Spear Phishing, Trojan Horse, and
Dumpster Diving. The criminals use SE techniques to launch cybersecurity attacks
to steal sensitive personal information for illegal purposes. Therefore it is essential to
defend against SE attacks. Many tools and products can protect the computers and
the networks. However, SE attacks are trying to trick people from the psychological
aspect. Thence, enhancing the awareness of the people against these attacks is a very
essential method to prevent SE attacks.
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1.2

Cyberattack

A cyberattack refers to any kind of offensive activities that target computer networks,
computer information systems, or infrastructures [23]. Cybercriminals can launch
the attack by using one or more computers to attack single or multiple computers or
networks. This kind of attack can maliciously deactivate computers, steal data from
the victims’ computers, or use a target computer as a starting point for other attacks
[7].
Today, more and more people are suffering from cyberattacks, and the losses
caused by cyberattacks are increasing rapidly. Cyberattacks have attacked approximately 25% of small businesses since March 2020 [63]. Cyber-related crimes caused
$101 million losses in 2020, $17.2 million higher than that in 2019 [63]. Cybersecurity
attacks are estimated to cost the world $6 trillion by the end of 2021. This number
will rise to $10.5 trillion by 2025 [63].
Today, almost all industries are targets of cybercrimes, especially the Government,
Manufacturing and Industry, Healthcare, Finance, Science and Education, Retail, and
IT (Fig.1.2.1) [6].
Cyberattacks are becoming more and more sophisticated. There are five popular
cyberattack types in 2020 (Fig.1.2.2), Malware use, Social Engineering, Hacking,
Web Attacks, and Credentials compromise. The attacks that attacked organizations
by malware occupied approximately 63% among these methods. There are about
69% of cyberattacks that attacked individual using Social Engineering [6].
There are some examples of cyberattacks that caused huge losses. In 2014, cybercriminals successfully compromised the customers of 34 banks from Switzerland,
Sweden, Austria, and Japan, relied mainly on a primary spear-phishing email campaign [69]. An email fraud that designs to steal victims’ personal information is called
a phishing campaign [22]. In the same year, Yahoo was hacked by a group of hackers
two times. Approximately 32 million accounts were affected [72]. In 2017, cybercriminals targeted HBO’s original programming. It is said that this group of hackers
has stolen 1.5 terabytes of data from HBO so far [54]. In 2019, Fxmsp attacked gi-
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Fig. 1.2.1: Victim Categories in 2020 [6]

Fig. 1.2.2: Attack Methods in 2020 [6]
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ant antivirus companies by using credential-stealing malware. These companies were
famous, such as McAfee, Symantec, and Trend Micro [44]. In 2020, a 17-year-old
teenager hacked several Twitter accounts, such as Apple, President Barack Obama,
Microsoft co-founder Bill Gates, and tweeted out a Bitcoin Scam. This teenager
tricked a Twitter employee, got access to Twitter internal tools, and carried out the
crime. This event regards as ”the biggest security and privacy breach in Twitter
history” [51]. In the same year, because of the COVID-19, Zoom is used to hold
online meetings. Therefore, an attack called ”Zoom-bombing” [49] shows up, which
aims to interrupt the online meeting by shocking images and videos. Some attackers
also share the meeting password on the Internet to allow other suspicious activities.
In 2021, a group of hackers stole more than $600 million from Poly Network [55]. It
was almost one of the biggest cyber currency attacks ever. Poly Network can connect
different blockchains and make them work together. Therefore, the hackers found a
vulnerability and used it for the cyber attack. Fortunately, the Poly Network already
got the hackers’ mailbox, IP addresses, and deceive fingerprints. Therefore, the hackers returned nearly half of the money. All these examples show that cybersecurity
attacks are a big threat to people nowadays. Even experienced people also suffered
from cyberattacks and caused a huge loss. Especially social engineering attacks are
frequently changing with technology development, which makes it hard to identify.

1.3

Social Engineering

”Almost every type of cybersecurity attack contains some kind of social engineering.”[8]
Social Engineering (SE) is defined as ”any act that influences a person to take any
action that may or may not be in the person’s interests” [47]. Nowadays, SE regards
as one of the biggest threats to information security. Social engineering attack aims
to manipulate and deceive victims into accessing or gaining privileged information.
It is the easiest way to control a system in a short time and without much technical
expertise [29] [65].
Social engineering attacks are the kinds of attacks that use SE theory, such as Cial-
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dini’s six principles, which are Reciprocity, Scarcity, Authority, Consistency, Liking,
and Consensus [36]. The criminals accomplish malicious activities through human
interactions. The criminals often use social media or approach victims in person to
steal private information [59].
Approximately 97% of malware attacks use social engineering as the primary
delivery method, only around 3% use technical software systems flaws [18]. In another
study it was reported that more than 98% of cyberattacks rely on SE, and a recent
survey mentioned there were approximately 43% of the IT professionals targeted by
SE attacks [5].
Osuagwu et al. categorized the social engineering attacks into two main categories,
which are Psychological attacks, and Physical attacks (Fig.1.3.1) [62]. Physical attacks use physical methods like observing or face-to-face to accomplish attacks, such
as Dumpster Diving, Shoulder Surfing, and Road Apples. The attack needs attackers
to go through trashcans and dumpsters to collect IP addresses, usernames, passwords,
and other details called Dumpster Diving [79]. Attackers use direct observation to
launch the Shoulder Surfing attack. They look over the victims’ shoulders to steal
their sensitive information. Road Apple is the attack using media such as CD or
USB memory sticks. The attackers attractively marked the physical media to deceive
victims. When the victims put the physical media into their PC, the Trojan or Virus
will affect their system.
Psychological attacks mainly focus on humans’ psychological characteristics, including Pretexting/Phone Phishing, Phishing email, Spear Phishing, Spoofing, Trojan Horse, and Watering Holes. Pretexting/Phone Phishing uses pretexts to steal
information or gain access to sensitive materials. If the criminal uses the phone to
call the victims and ask for their personal information, this kind of attack is called
Phone Phishing, also called Vishing [37]. Phishing is the most common method of
social engineering attacks. Criminals often send phishing emails with an online form
to ask the victims to fill in their personal information. Spear Phishing aims to attack
a specific person, organization, or company through an email or electronic communication fraud [9]. It attacks a specific victim or organization. Criminals should do
5
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Fig. 1.3.1: Social Engineering Attacks [62]
an information collection before launching the attack [26]. Spoofing is the act of
counterfeiting one’s identity and pretending to someone else to deceive the victims
into stealing personal information. Some Trojan Horse attacks use SE techniques.
The criminals sent emails with an attractive attachment, such as there is something
free or urgent, to loads Trojan into victims’ computers. To launch a Watering Holes
attack, criminals need to observe their targets, find the websites their targets usually
visit, and infect those websites with malware. When the targets revisit the sites,
their system will be infected by the malware. Then the criminals can grab personal
information [37].
Mostly, the attackers will follow the SE pyramid [47] to complete an attack
(Fig.1.3.2). The importance of different steps in a SE attack and the amount of
work needed to complete this part decides the proportion of different parts in the
pyramid. For example, OSINT is the lifeblood of the whole SE attack and should
spend much time on this part. Thus it occupied the first and the large part in the SE
pyramid. Reporting is the last step of the SE attack, and it will not take too much
time to summarise the work. Therefore, it occupied the last and small part of the SE
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pyramid.

Fig. 1.3.2: SE Pyramid [47]
The SE pyramid consists of five parts: OSINT (Open Source Intelligence), Pretext
Development, Attack Plan, Attack Launch, and Reporting. OSINT/Intel is the phase
to collect targets’ information. Criminals use different social media or observations
to collect victims’ necessary information, such as name, email address. In the second
stage, the criminals should develop the pretext. For example, the criminals think
about the excuse they will use to accomplish the attack. Then, the criminals make
the attack plan. They need to think about three W’s questions. The questions are:
What is the plan; When is the best time to launch the attack; Who is the target.
After preparation, the criminals can launch the attack. After the attack, they can
make a report to sum up the attack to improve the attack. The SE attacks defencing
researchers also can make the report based on this attack to alert people to defend
this attack.
Here is an example of attackers using the SE pyramid. In 2015, a group of attackers
attacked CareerBuilder. They pretended the job seekers who were finding the jobs
and uploaded their resumes. These resumes were malicious documents that can infect
users’ systems. When CareerBuilder received the resume, the companies would receive
7
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the email sent from the website with the resume attached to it. Then the companies
were attacked by the attackers [78].
In this example, In the first stage, criminals tried to find a popular job search
website. After collecting the information, they found CareerBuilder, which was the
popular job search web server. They then came up with a pretext that pretended the
job seeker was looking to get hired from the companies on CareerBuilder. They used
maliciously encoded-word document and made it looks like the real resume. Next,
they made the plan. The plan was pretending to be the job seeker to submit the
resume with malicious encoded files. The best time to launch the attack would be
the hiring season. The targets were the companies on CareerBuilder. In the fourth
stage, they launched the attack. As for the final phase, they did not give any feedback
on their attacks. However, some professional researchers had some reporting on this
attack to alert people to defend it.

1.4

Phishing

The term phishing describes the attack that uses instant messaging to steal sensitive
information. For example, using deceiving email messages to launch the attack becomes the most common delivery method today [64]. Users are fooled by messages
sent from fake trusted parties like social websites, banks, online payment processors,
or IT administrators. The criminals often ask victims to enter their personal information on a fake website that looks like the legitimate sites [61]. Once the attackers
get the victims’ personal information, they can use it for malicious purposes. Such as
charging victims’ credit cards, stealing money from the victims’ bank account, and
changing victims’ passwords of bank accounts to forbid the victims to access their
account [46].
Many statistics are showing that phishing attacks are extremely destructive attacks. Sanchari et al. [39] mentioned ”Phishing is one of the most effective and
well-known cyber threats, leading to millions of compromised credentials and contributing to 90% of data breaches.” Phishing was used in 22% of data breaches in
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2020. By 2021, this statistic raised to 36% [63]. The proportion of firms that encountered a successful phishing fraud climbed from 55% to 57% between 2019 and 2020
[63].
Phishing involves various types of attacks, such as Malware Based Phishing, Email
Phishing, Search Engine Phishing, Pharming, Smishing, Whaling. Vishing, Watering
Holes, and spear-phishing mentioned in the social engineering introduction are also
different types of phishing attacks.
Malware Based Phishing attack [1] uses a malicious computer program, which
is malware, to attack users’ systems through emails, websites, and other electronic
documents on the Internet. The malware can record the victims’ keyboard strokes
and websites they frequently use by using key loggers and screen loggers. Phishing
emails [4] are a game of numbers. In a generic phishing email attack, attackers often
send numerous phishing emails to deceive targets. Even a small percentage of targets
give their sensitive information, the attack still succeeds. Search Engine Phishing is a
new type of phishing that the attackers put fake products, fake schemes, or fraudulent
offers on an absorbing phony website. Once the target enters the sensitive information
to purchase the product or any other purpose, the attacker could use the information
for illegal purposes. Domain spoofing [37] is a type of attack that requires attackers to
use the company’s domain to send the phishing email or launch other attacks. When
the targets received emails from the domain which was the same as their company’s
domain, they will trust that email and give personal information. Pharming [25]
attacks the vulnerability of DNS cache and DNS server. DNS is short of Domain Name
System. Attackers manipulate the host’s file or domain name system of the company
and return a fake address to the request of URLs or the name server and direct the
company’s websites to fake websites. When users enter their sensitive information
on the company’s domain website, they are unaware that they are submitting the
information to the hackers. Whaling [37] is almost the same as spear-phishing; the
only difference is that whaling targets are the managers like CEO, CFO, and COO.
Smishing [26] is the phishing that sends fraudulent messages through text messages.
A typical phishing attack goes through four phases [31]. First, the attacker sends
9
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a phishing email with convincing content and a fake hyperlink, which looks like a
familiar address to the target’s inbox. Then, the target clicks the link. Next, the
link redirects the targets to a legitimate-looking website and claims their personal
information. Sometimes, instead of a fake website is downloading malware. Finally,
the target submits their personal information and successfully be attacked by the
phishing attack.
In 2018, during the world cup in Russia. A group of world cup fans was attacked
by scammers. The criminals sent phishing emails to offer them free trips to Moscow.
In fact, all these emails asked the victims to write some personal information and pay
a fee to claim a prize [86]. In 2019, A group of hackers hacked the NHC Healthcare
System. The hackers sent emails with malicious attachments to employees in several
departments, pretended their CEO and president. They got access to approximately
73 employees’ email accounts [70].

1.5

Social Engineering Awareness Training

There is a wide range of cybersecurity products in the market to protect computers
and networks. However, these tools do not stand a chance against social engineering
attacks. SE attacks use psychological manipulation to fraud users to make security
mistakes or to give away sensitive information. There are five common methods for
SE awareness training. Those are using online courses, workshops, hiring training
experts, using games, and using attack simulation platforms.

1.5.1

Online Courses

Using online courses for SE awareness training can help people know the basic information about SE attacks and teach them how to prevent the SE attacks. For
example, there is an online course called Social Engineering on CYBRARY website
[19]. This course’s main goals are to introduce different kinds of SE attacks, teach
the learners the defending countermeasures from the behavioral aspect and technical
aspect, and tell more people about basic security awareness. This course also provides
10
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hands-on practice using the Social Engineering Toolkit (SET), a social engineering
attack simulation tool.

1.5.2

Workshops

SE awareness training workshop is a one-time online or in-person event. Some network
security companies hold the workshop to introduce SE attack information to the
public. Some organizations also provide SE attack training workshops to the new
employees as one of their security training. Take the workshop on Eventbrite [10]
as an example. This workshop is called Understanding Social Engineering Attacks
in Cyber: Workshop. It introduced the definition of social engineering and how it
attacked people to misuse their sensitive information. It also includes introducing
various kinds of social engineering attacks and the methods to defend against these
attacks.

1.5.3

Hire Training Experts

Since SE training has become popular these days, many SE experts can be found
online. Some of the organizations hire these experts for SE awareness training. These
experts can help the organization find vulnerabilities, make training plans, and hold
training seminars. However, hiring these experts is expensive, and the organization
cannot hire them frequently.

1.5.4

Games Based Training

Games have become more and more popular around the world. Combining the game
and SE awareness training is a good way for people to acquire related knowledge. For
example, Click Armor [32] created a gamified social engineering awareness training.
This gamified awareness training let players participants in some scenarios, such as
social engineering knowledge puzzle and social engineering conversation simulation
game. It aims to explain why SE attacks can bring a huge loss to the organization,
how the attackers make the trust relationship between them and the victims, how the
11
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attackers collect victims’ personal information, and the countermeasures to defend
against SE attacks.

1.5.5

Attack Simulation Platforms

Using attack simulation platforms is another method for SE awareness training. The
organizations can use these platforms to launch SE attack simulations, get the organizations’ vulnerability reports. Some of the platforms can even provide online courses
for organizations as a part of SE awareness training. Take PhishingBox [17] as an
example. PhishingBox is a platform that can help companies simulated phishing
attacks and provide SE training to the employees. It is a template-based platform,
which means companies can select different phishing templates to create phishing
campaigns. The manager of the company is the attacker, and the employees are the
victims. It also provides online courses to introduce SE information to the employees.

1.6

Gamification

”Gamification is the use of game elements and game design techniques in non-game
contexts [81].” It is like a combination of game elements and game design that is for
a purpose other than playing the game.
Nike created Nike+ that applied gamification theory to encourage people to do
more exercise. When the user does the exercise, Nike+ can record these activities
and add points to the user’s account. Then, the user can use these points to exchange
rewards. Samsung also created an app by using gamification to let users buy more
products from Samsung. When the user purchases the product, they can gain some
points, and these points can use for future purpose to have some discounts.
Nike created Nike+ that applied gamification theory to encourage people to do
more exercise. When the user does the exercise, Nike+ can record these activities
and add points to the user’s account. Then, the user can use these points to exchange
rewards. Samsung also creates an app by using gamification to let users buy more
products from Samsung. When the user purchases the product, they can gain some
12
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points, which can be used for future purposes to have some discounts.
There are two common frameworks used in game design that are also applied
in gamification development, Points, Badges, Leaderboard (PBL) framework, and
Mechanics, Dynamics and Components (MDC) Model.
PBL framework is the most important and basic framework in gamification, which
contains Points, Badges, and Leaderboard. Users can gain points by completing the
corresponding tasks. When users reach a specific score, they can get a badge as
encouragement based on their achievements. The role of the leaderboard is to look
at other people’s scores. The users can finish their tasks in a competition, which can
also supervise and encourage them to finish the achievements.

Fig. 1.6.1: MDC Model [89]
The MDC Model [81][89] includes three-part, Components at the bottom, Mechanics in the middle, and Dynamics at the top of the pyramid (Fig.1.6.1). MDC Model
includes the common elements of gamification. The dynamic part elements are the
conceptual elements of a game or gamified system most at the highest level. Dynamics
can provide the framing of gamification elements. It includes Constraints, Emotions,
Narrative, Progression, and Relationships. For example, developers pay attention
13
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to emotions in gamification to make users feel joy, full of sense of accomplishment,
which can push people to play more, which is essential in most gamification examples.
Relationships: includes interaction with friends, teammates, and opponents. These
are the social dynamics that are important to game experiments [82].
The next level is Mechanics, which includes the elements to move the action
forward, such as Challenges, Chance, Competition, Cooperation, Feedback, Resource
Acquisition, Rewards, Transactions, Turns, and Win states. Take challenges and
feedback as examples. The challenges set some objectives and wait for users to reach
them. It also can inspire users to dare to challenges. Designers should provide realtime feedback to users, such as their points, badges, and rank. It helps users to earn
the energy to go further. [82].
Then, the lowest and most surface level are game components. It includes Achievements, Avatars, Badges, Boss Fights, Collections, Combat, Content Unlocking, Gifting, Leaderboard, Levels, Points, Quests, Social graphs, Teams, and Virtual goods.
Like the points, badges, leaderboard in the PBL framework, all these elements are
used to make the gamification content abundant [82].

1.6.1

Gamification in Other Area

In the education area, Heryadi and Muliamin [50] used gamification in teaching basic
knowledge about Mandarin as a second language in college through mobile learning
(M-Learning). They used the outperform of gamification to attract students’ concentration, improve their learning Mandarin skills. Ferianda, Herdiani, and Sardi [43]
applied gamification to IDEA in Telkom University. IDEA is a distance education
program that includes course materials, discussions, quizzes, and assignments. They
applied points, badges, leaderboard, and rewards on IDEA to encourage students to
participate in this distance education.
In the healthcare field, Wen [80] used gamification factors in a mobile application
(APP), which aimed to encourage users to participate in health activities. Wen
combined gamification elements with three modules in the app. Diet daily module is
used to record users’ daily diet, including water intake and daily weight data. Users
14
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could check other users’ diet records on the public social group module. The health
coach module could help users create weight loss activities and give users professional
knowledge about health activities. The result showed the gamification elements could
engage users to participate in health activities.
Gamification can also be used in business and marketing. Sukmaningsih, Wandoko, and Panggati [73] evaluated the effect of using gamification in Shoppee, an
famous e-commerce sites in Indonesia, on generation X and Millennials. The result
showed that generation X paid attention to the usefulness and recognition of gamification factors. Millennials thought playfulness and social influence were the significant
factors of gamification. Lin et al. [88] proposed a model to evaluate the influence
of using gamification in online shopping during the ”Double Eleven” shopping festival in China. They found that rewards and badge upgrading positively affected
users’ satisfaction and social engagement, which greatly affected customers’ impulse
purchases.

1.7

Problem Statement

After we did the research, we found that some training methods, such as online courses
and workshops, lack motivation and engagement. Using existing simulation platforms
is missing the interaction between the users and the platforms, and these platforms
cannot customize attacks based on the victim’s characteristics. Some approaches
using games for training, but these games require basic SE knowledge. We want to
find a way to combine the game elements and SE training to make the SE training
engagement and interactive.
Using gamification can combine the game elements and SE training. Many fields
use gamification in their research, such as marketing, business, and education. We
want to understand the impact of adding gamification in anti-social engineering training. We want to verify whether adding gamification elements in anti-social engineering
training can engage people’s participation and performance in the SE training. Meanwhile, we want to determine whether the SE training platform can enhance people’s
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awareness of defending against SE attacks.

1.8

Thesis Contribution

In this research, we make four contributions
1) First, we review the current state-of-the-art in anti-social engineering training
and awareness. We learned the current status of SE training development.
2) Second, we investigate the use of gamification in SE attack training and awareness. We studied the principles of gamification design and combined them with
SE training.
3) Third, we propose a gamification platform for training against phishing attacks.
We developed a platform and combined the gamification elements. Users could
get points, badges, and other gamification elements based on their performances
on the platform.
4) Last but not least, we design the experiment to evaluate the use of gamification
on the platform. Meanwhile, we test whether the platform is effective in improving users’ awareness of defending against SE attacks. We invited 74 participants
to evaluate the experiment. We analyzed the performances, participation of the
participants on the platform.

1.9

Thesis Organization

This thesis is structured as follows:
• In Chapter 2, we discuss the related work from three aspects. First aspect
is the research and influence factor frameworks in SE field. Secondly, we will
take some examples of the phishing email simulation and generating methods.
Then, we discuss the related work about how to defend SE attacks. At the end
of Chapter 2, we will discuss the shortcomings of related works.
16
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• In Chapter 3, we propose the methodology of the thesis. Talk about how to
create SE attack simulations, explain the design about adding gamification in
the SE training, and scheme the evaluation process.
• In Chapter 4, we demonstrate our application and explain all the functions of
our application. We will first represent the functions and how did we develop
them. Then talk about the improvement after we have the functional test and
group test. Finally, we perform the evaluation and analyze the result of the
evaluation.
• In Chapter 5, we conclude according to our research and evaluation, and discuss
the research future work.

17

CHAPTER 2
Related Work
The related work mainly focus on three aspects. The first aspect is the research of SE
attacks and the frameworks of the SE attacks influence factors. Next is the phishing
email simulation and generating. The last part will focus on the methods of defending
SE attacks, especially using training and game-based training to defense SE attacks.

2.1

Research & Influence Factors’ Frameworks

These related works introduced some attack techniques, such as automated social
engineering (ASE) bot, and explained the flow of the attack realization. It is helpful
for future defense work.
Humans are the weakest link in the social engineering attacks. Some research
work explained the attackers’ processes to complete a social engineering attack. Some
related work introduces the frameworks that analyzed why victims are vulnerable to
social engineering attacks from the psychological aspect. Like what psychological
characteristics are vulnerable to attack by Social engineering attacks.
Markus, Stewart, Marcus, and Simon (2009) [52] introduced automated social
engineering (ASE), a new social media attack, demonstrated how SE attackers use
social networking platforms for malicious purposes. ASE attack used ASE bot to
accomplish the attack cycle. The ASE bot attack cycle contains five stages: Plan,
Map and Bond, Execute, Recruit and Cloak, Evolve and Regress. At the first stage,
the attackers need to set the ASE bot parameters, which will be used for future steps
to automate the SE attack. For the second stage, map an organization and create
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a relationship with the victims by initialing the ASE bot. Next stage, launch the
ASE attack. ASE bot will pretend as a trusted third party to communicate with
the victims online to provide the link to Malware or ask for personal information.
At the Recruit & Cloak stage, Cloak requires attacks to delete the victims’ accounts
used to launch the attack. Recruit need the attackers to find victims’ friends for
future attacks. In the last phase, if the attack succeeds, the ASE bot will continue
another attack. If unsuccessful, the ASE bot will stop or return to the initial stage.
After launching the ASE attack, the attacker could use the ASE bot to steal more
sensitive information from the victims by communicating with them. Markus et al.
used two methods to evaluate the ASE bot on Facebook. The first method was using
the ASE bot for data mining. They chose five corporations with plenty of employees
on Facebook, then used ASE bot to evaluate the information gathering capability,
which was finding the targets with full access to their profile. The second method
was to apply a Turning test to the ASE bot to test the chat functionality. The
first experiment result showed the success of the ASE bot for gathering information
depending on the number of the employees who were using the specific social media
and the privacy setting the employees had set. The second evaluation found that
when users were chatting with the ASE bot, most of them realized it was a chatting
robot, especially when asked several questions together because the ASE bot would
answer each question independently.
Sriendra and Kavinga (2018) [41] explored how Subliminal and Supraliminal messages influenced individual behavior. The possible relationship between subliminal
and Supraliminal messages and phishing/spear-phishing attacks in network security
has also been discussed. Subliminal messages identify as messages beyond the area
of perception of ordinary individuals. For example, some words or figures show up
between the films’ frames, and usually, they are only taking a few milliseconds. They
are invisible to the human and out of range of the human’s conscious mind. These
messages are a type of subliminal message. Supraliminal messages are the messages
that ordinary individuals can realize but trying to restrict consciously. Background
music is an example of Supraliminal messages. Sometimes humans can hear the back19
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ground music but ignore it. To test the relationship, they used different payloads with
Subliminal and Supraliminal messages add to them. They then delivered the payload
(Video, GIF Image, or advertisements) using various methods, such as Facebook,
YouTube, Emails. If the targets click the link or share the materials with others,
the attacks are succeeding. However, some research aspects will have illegal and unethical limitations, such as phishing email limitation, time and financial limitation,
and geographical restrictions limitation. Sriendra and Kavinga did not get the final
result of the research. They wanted to let people pay attention to these vulnerable
elements.
Abdullah, Yue, Taizan, and Yu-Chu (2013)[30] created a framework to identify different entities and sub-entities that impact SE attacks in Social network sites (SNSs).
They thought different entities could affect SE attacks in a specific way. Meanwhile,
sub-entities can also influence the entities. The entities that influence an attack are
plans and techniques, social networking sites, social engineers, and victims. Suitability to targeted victims and the quality of the plan and technique affect the plan
and techniques as the sub-entities. Suitability to targeted victims can choose suitable
tricks or techniques for the specific victims, and the quality of the plan and techniques
can influence the plan and techniques by choosing SE attack type, the best time to
launch the attack, and the attack steps. The sub-entities that influence social networking sites are privacy setting, friendly and connection, and content. The ability
to perform the plan, the ability to understand the victim, and the ability to develop
a plan can affect social engineer as the sub-entities. For the victims, the risk belied,
countermeasures, and Socio-Psychology factors influence them as the sub-entities. All
these factors work together to control an SE attack.
Francois, Mercia, Louise, and Venter (2014)[60] created a SE attack framework
that addresses the shortcomings of Kevin Mitnick’s SE attack cycle, which did not
have the stage of preparation and debriefing. The new attack cycle (Fig.2.1.1) starts
from the preparation stage to the attack’s successful result. The attack cycle uses six
phases to reach goal satisfaction, which are Attack Formulation, Information Gathering, Preparation, Develop Relationship, Exploit Relationship, and Debrief. The
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attack formulation stage includes goal identification and target identification. Then
move to information gathering, which includes identifying potential sources, gather
information from sources, and access gathered information. If the attackers need
more information to collect, they can go back to the identity potential resource stage
to collect more data. Next is the preparation stage, which concludes the combination
and analysis of gathered information, development of an attack vector. If they fair in
developing vectors, they can go back to the last stage to assess gathered information.
After developing a relationship between victims and attackers, exploit the relationship
and debrief, the attack succeeds with the goal satisfaction. Francois et al. applied the
SE attack cycle on two real and well-known SE attack scenarios. The first scenario
happened in 2013, a vice-president administrative assistant received an e-mail and a
phone call from an attacker, and the attacker infected the assistant computer. The
second scenario happened in 2009, an attacker used a Dynamic Link Library (DLL)
to create a pop-up window and asked victims to download antivirus software, then
the attacker can use this fake antivirus software to infect victims computers.

g
Fig. 2.1.1: Francois SE Attack Framework [60]
Sven and Susanne (2014) [76] Combined Cialdini’s principles and five-factor model
[58] together to create a framework called Social Engineering Personality Framework
(SEPF) (Fig.2.1.2). Cialdini’s principles influence psychological characteristics, which
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can influence SE attack plans. It includes Authority, Commitment & Consistency,
Reciprocity, Liking, Social Proof, and Scarcity. The five-factor model (FFM) shows
the factors that can deceive the victims: openness to experience, Conscientiousness,
Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism (OCEAN). Conscientious victims have
a higher possibility of being attacked by authority, reciprocity, and commitmentconsistency principles. The attack followed liking, social proof, and scarcity principles
will be able to deceive extraverted targets. Agreeableness people have vulnerable to
attacks using authority, reciprocity, liking, and social proof principles. Openness to
experience targets has a significant relationship with the scarcity principle. Neuroticism individuals are more cautious enough to protect themselves from computer-based
SE attacks.

Fig. 2.1.2: SEPF Framework [76]

2.2

Phishing Email Simulation & Generating

Phishing Email simulations are used to educate victims, help them understand the
attack principles, and enhance their awareness of defending against SE attacks. The
other purpose is to test the level of cybersecurity awareness in the organizations.
Matthew, Rose, and Philip (2015) [48] Examined a third approach that uses gamebased learning techniques to make the combination with the realism of in-the-wild
approaches and the training features of testing approaches. The testing approaches
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mainly focus on asking subjects to classify content as phishing or not. In-the-wild
approaches accomplish a fake phishing attack and do the observation on participants’
behaviour. They use CyberPhishing as a web simulation platform to provide attack
simulations and data tracking capabilities across three mediums. The three mediums
are Email, Web browsing, and social media. The admin controlled all the simulation
modules on the platform, set the economic engine to push the game scenarios to
move forward, collected and analyzed uses behaviours. Users can simulate the real
attacks in the game scenario by using this simulation platform. Take the phishing
emails simulation as an example. Users can see the phishing email’s real content on
the platform and check the phishing email’s details, such as clicking the hyperlink
of the phishing email in the game scenario and seeing the redirect page of the link.
Matthew et al [48]. used three-phase to evaluate the platform. The first phase was
Alpha Test. They used a baseline to practice the content of the platform to fix
bugs and issues. They asked the participants’ basic demographic information and let
them use the basic functions of the platform to improve user experience. Based on
the feedback of the Alpha test, they created phase 2, which uses receptive training
elements and feedback mechanisms to test the platform. The game will open to the
public in the phase 3 test. There were 14 testers in the phase 1 test to choose if they
trust the email content or not. They collected the data of email content analysis,
social content analysis, and web content analysis. Matthew et al. only showed the
result of phase 1 in the paper. They did not finish all the evaluations of the three
phases. They mentioned that the result of phase 1 would be helpful for their phases
of experimentation and user training.
Ahmad and Masnizah (2019) [28] used two simulations to identify the level of
cybersecurity in the telecommunication sector and defense sub-sector. The first simulation was ”Special payment for Hari Raya!” In this phishing email, the attackers
ask the employees to immediately reply to this email with their personal information to speed up the cheque’s payment process. The second simulation was ”Security
Update.” A hyperlink in this phishing email said the employees need to install their
security patches with this link as soon as possible. The admin sent 39 emails, and
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12 victims responded to the email by clicking the hyperlink in the email content.
The first phishing simulation was failed because of no response. However, the second
phishing simulation received 12 responses by clicking the link without checking the
validation. After the first simulation, 38 of the 39 respondents answered the questionnaire. Most of the respondents did not answer the phishing email and discussed it with
other colleagues. 31% of respondents thought the training of defending against phishing attacks was necessary to enhance their cybersecurity defending awareness. They
interviewed the Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) at the management and operation
levels after the second simulation. According to the IT department, they took action
on the phishing attack, such as blocked the email address. All these results showed
that the population has high awareness and knowledge of cybersecurity. These kinds
of phishing simulations can be used in security programs and cybersecurity training.
Avisha and Rakesh (2019) [38] created a system for automated phishing email
text generation by using Natural Language Generation (NLG). They used Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN) to learn character and word sequences from natural language
text. For generating the text of phishing emails, they used three different datasets: the
legitimate dataset, the malicious dataset, and the evaluation dataset. The malicious
emails occupied more percentage than legitimate data because the goal is to generate
deceptive emails like legitimate emails to go across the statistical detectors and human
supervision. First, input the word ”A” into the RNN in the form of word embedding,
then output the word ”B,” which has a high possibility to occur after ”A” depending
on the probability of ”B” occurring when ”A” occurs. Then insert the malicious intent
to finish generating phishing emails. This system can insert malicious content during
the generating process based on the attackers’ intent. The attackers can control the
percentage of malicious content they will use in the system. Avisha and Rakesh
used Support Vector Machine, Naive Bayes, and Logistic Regression to evaluate the
proposed algorithm. The training models were made up of 300 legitimate emails
and 150 phishing emails. The testing data was 100 legitimate emails not included
by training models and 25 ”fake” emails generated by the algorithm. Avisha and
Rakesh also compared their algorithm with another NLG model, which used Recursive
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Transition Network to generate fake emails. All the results showed that the fake emails
generated by Avisha and Rakesh’s algorithm had errors because of random strings
and grammatical errors. They still needed to improve it to make it natural.
GaoQing, Wenqing, Wei, and Jing (2020) [87] proposed a method for generating
phishing emails by data insertion. Using this method to increase the number of phishing samples that keep malicious attributes can solve the model training’s spatial bias
problem. They used two datasets. The phishing email dataset, which includes the
phishing email sent from 2005 to 2018, contains all the features in the phishing emails,
such as hyperlinks, images. Enron dataset, which works as the legitimate dataset,
contains 150 employees’ business transaction emails in the Enron company. First,
use the six types of information from the Enron dataset to implement six resource
generators. The six types of information are hyperlinks, metadata, image resources,
external link, CSS style sheet, and scripts. Then insert these six resources generator
content into each original phishing email after the ”body” label using control sequence
and quantity sequence. The control sequence controls the generators’ sequence, and
the quantity sequence controls each generator’s quantity. Then use a communication
relationship selector to select the sending mode to control the quantity of the emails.
By using this method, new phishing emails will be generated, which still left the
malicious attributes. GaoQing et al. [87] used a model evaluation index Positive Sensitivity (PS) and Random Forest algorithms to evaluate the newly generated samples.
They used 80% of the original data to train a model for prediction and two control
groups, which added 5,000 positive and negative samples generated randomly into
the origin data. After using Random Forest 10-fold cross-validation to determine the
prediction accuracy, they found that the newly generated data did not have a high
accuracy compared with the origin data. Because the inserting sample was random,
it would change the complete emotional content and text semantics compared with
the original sample, which would change the sample’s natural language processing
result.
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2.3

Defense SE Attacks

The literature in this part mentioned some defense measures and some detective tools.
Some of the research mentioned to enhance humans’ awareness of defending against
social engineering attacks are essential. Some literature introduced many training
methods to enhance humans’ awareness of defending against social engineering attacks.
Using games for training is an effective and interesting way. Most of the training
frameworks and tools allow trainees to operate, practice, and play the games to
simulate attacks, understand the principles of attacks through carrying out attacks
and understand the methods to prevent social engineering attacks.
The most effective social engineering attacks, Ram and Harris (2015) [33] thought,
were a direct dialogue between the attackers and the victim. Thus they used Topic
Blacklist (TBL) to detect SE attacks. TBL can identify the discussion topics in each
line of the text that the potential attackers generated. A warning message of the
attack will be generated if the content involves in the blacklist. They mainly use the
Top-level algorithm worked with the Match Topic function to detect the attack. The
Top-level algorithm looped the entire text to identify attacks. When the Top-level
algorithm was working, the MatchTopic function will determine if the topics in the
blacklist are contained in the text. Ram and Harris evaluated the algorithm by using
it to analyze three social engineering dialogs. Corpus A and B are Facebook dialogs,
and corpus C is an email dialog. A total of 8 lines of the content in all the corpus
contained inappropriate topics. The TBL detected 7 of the inappropriate lines. The
only one the TBL did not detect was the sentence using a pronoun ”it” refers to a
noun ”300 dollars”, and the noun was on the topic blacklist.
Ibrahim, Vaclav, Ahmad, & Mohammad (2016) [45] proposed a multi-layered approach to defense against SE attacks, which can create a large block between the
attackers and the access to the system. The first layer was improving physical security, which is essential to prevent external attackers from gaining physical access
or obtaining sensitive information from insiders. Then make a stronger security pol-
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icy. Organizations should change their security policy frequently and have some rules
against SE attacks, such as asking the employees to shred confidential documents,
change their password periodically, wear the employees’ identification card with the
photo. Next, use regular training techniques to enhance employees’ awareness of defending against SE attacks. The final layer uses Incidence Handling Procedures. For
example, use Social Engineering Land Mines (SELMs) to stop or expose an attack.
Create a centralized security log to monitor all security events and warn the relevant
employees of an impending attack.
Cihan et al. (2015) [75] exploited a cloud service called Cybersecurity Lab as
a Service (CLaaS) to solve the lack of training and to defend against cyberattacks.
CLaaS provides virtual cybersecurity experiments that can use on any device. The
training methods of CLaaS cover how vulnerabilities can be used to attack and how
vulnerabilities can be disabled. When users log in to CLaaS from a web browser,
they can select the pre-existing cybersecurity experiment built with VMs and private
virtual networks on the CLaaS end web server. By using CLaaS, users can simulate various cyberattacks, such as virtual DNS attack simulation, virtual Brute-Force
Password Cracking simulation, virtual Network Packet Sniffing simulation. Users can
understand the principles of these attacks and learn how to protect against them. Cihan et al. provided the CLaaS for the high school students who attended GenCyber
Summer Camps in 2014 and 2015. All the students had positive feedback because it
is easy to use and can use anywhere and anytime.
Cuong, Dat, Ken-ichi, and Razvan (2016) [66] developed Cyber Range Instantiation System (CyRIS) to help trainees to gain cybersecurity knowledge by using
well-defined controlled virtual environments to do the experiments. CyRIS provides
a mechanism for the automatic preparation and management of Cyber ranges for cybersecurity education and training, based on instructors’ specifications. CyRIS used
the cybersecurity training framework CyTrONE to generate training environments
by applying instructors’ requirements automatically. Two inputs are needed by Cyber range creation. The first one is the base images (raw data format), containing
a pre-installed operating system and basic system configurations. The second file is
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the cyber range description file written by YAML, which describes the composition
and content of the cyber range. After preparation, content installation, and cloning,
the cyber range has been created. By using CyRIS, instructors can ask trainees to
practice some simulation, such as Incident Emulation, attack emulation, traffic capture, Malware Emulation in the virtual environment they just created. Help them
understand the basic knowledge of cybersecurity, which is essential for the trainees
to enhance their defense awareness. Cuong et al. evaluated CyRIS from two aspects:
security feature coverage and functionality compared with other tools. The basic features showed the same as other similar tools. However, CyRIS showed unique security
features. The security features gave instructors a new way to easily and flexibly create
realistic training environments. CyRIS isolates the system from the external network
to prevent possible leakage of tracks or bad incidents. Then they created a cyber
range with 60 virtual machines in 14 minutes to show the efficiency for representative
scenarios.
Raghu, Athira, and Krishnashree (2014) [68] supported the cybersecurity concept
learning and focused on serious games with the cybersecurity educational purpose.
They tested two groups of students about the cybersecurity concept by using questionnaires. The first group directly answered the questions. Group 2 answered the
questions after playing the cybersecurity serious game. They used CyberCIEGE to
teach cybersecurity concepts created by the Center for Information Systems Security
Studies and Research at the Naval Postgraduate School in California, USA. CyberCIEGE provided 20 scenarios for the students to play to learn cybersecurity concepts.
The researchers selected five scenarios by analyzing difficulty, the level of technical
awareness needed for cybersecurity, and the time students need to learn the scenario.
They used these scenarios for the training of group 2 students. Then they designed 15
questions based on cybersecurity concepts. The result showed that group 2 students
get higher accuracy, which supported the fact that playing serious games positively
impacts cybersecurity concepts learning.
Boopathi, Sreejith, and Bithin (2015) [34] proposed a gaming approach to help students know more about computer security concepts, which was used in the jeopardy
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round of India Capture the Flag (InCTF). InCTF contains three rounds, which are
Learning Round, Jeopardy Round, and Interactive Round. Learning Round mainly
focuses on introducing cybersecurity knowledge. Jeopardy Round aims to test the
users about the cybersecurity knowledge they have learned in the first round. Interactive Round applies the cybersecurity concepts in real-world scenarios. To make
Jeopardy more attractive and interesting, they added a gaming approach in this
round. This gaming approach included four levels with four different game scenarios,
and each level tested students about different cybersecurity concepts. If the level
increases, the difficulty level increases, and the user must pass the previous level test
to unlock the next level. The first level tested programming skills with the basic
programming puzzles. The second level was about web application security, the third
level tested application security, and the last level tested the knowledge about forensics and reverse engineering. For the evaluation, all the participants were from Indian
universities, and after they registered, they could choose their team members in the
same college to participate in this game. It would be a minimum of three and a
maximum of 5 members with a coach in a team. Finally, Boopathi et al. found that
using the gaming approach in cybersecurity training was an effective way to push the
development of cybersecurity education.
Jin, Ge, Manghui, Tae-Hoon, Justin, and Jonathan (2018) [53] mentioned that
Purdue University in the United States opened 4 GenCyber summer camps for 181
high school students in 2016 and 2017 to use games related to network security to
enable students to master network security knowledge. There were four games in
the GenCyber summer camps. The first game was called Social Engineering and
Information Security, a 3D VR game to simulate a security-enhanced office environment to raise the general awareness of defending against Piggybacking, Tailgating,
and Mantrap. The second game was called Secure Online Behavior Game. It is a
3D VR secure online behavior game which simulated a high school computer lab and
students’ bedroom environment. It aimed to allow the students to solve the attacks
in these environments, such as email phishing, Smishing, and vishing. GenCyber
summer camp created Cyber Defense Tower Game as the third game to ask students
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to protect their virtual computer servers from different cyber attackers. The last
game was a 2D game called GenCyber Card Game. It was developed to Consolidate
the students’ understanding of cybersecurity principles. After applying games to the
GenCyber summer camp, 154 out of 181 participants filled the post-camp survey with
an average rating of 4.26 out of 5 as an experience rating. They thought game-based
cybersecurity learning had enhanced their awareness of cybersecurity knowledge.
Qusa and Tarazi (2021) [67] proposed a gamification training framework for cybersecurity training called Cyber-Hero. The framework aimed to combine the cybersecurity narrative instructions with a serious game and helped the student engage in
the training at an early stage. They mainly focused on educating students to know
the method to create passwords in order to protect themselves. Qusa and Tarazi
used Pre-Post Test to evaluate the framework. They invited 40 students of different
ages, different education levels, and different programs to use Cyber-Hero for two
months. The students needed to finish a test before they used Cyber-Hero. The test
included several questions with multiple choices and related to the training content.
During the evaluation, the students used Cyber-Hero to acquire cybersecurity-related
information, such as how to create a strong password. Cyber-Hero was also the main
character’s name in the serious game, and he provided tips related to cybersecurity.
After the students finished the training, they needed to finish another test that included several questions that were very similar to the test they had done before. After
the Pre-Post Test, they found an average of 5% improvement in selecting a stronger
password. The preliminary findings demonstrated that students using Cyber-Hero
were making incremental progress in their cybersecurity skills and capacities.
DeCusatis et al. (2021) [40] presented several undergraduate level red-blue team
(red is offensive, blue is defensive) cybersecurity training exercises to defend the cybersecurity attacks during the COVID-19 pandemic. This training was for training
cybersecurity training professionals. There were four kinds of training attacks, including DNS Attacks, Macro Virus, Botnet Construction, and MITM (Man in the
Middle) Attacks. They invited the students from the education and research security
operations center (SOC) from their college for the experimental. As for the DNS
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attacks, DeCusatis et al. set both red and blue teams to be careful with the DNS
attacks. They were trained to block or manually review the potential spoofed websites that included words or phrases related to COVID-19. As for the Macro Virus,
DeCusatis et al. asked the red team to create the script that carries a macro virus
python payload and tried to use fake social engineering information to fraud the Microsoft Office applications antivirus tools and infected the computers. As for the
Botnet Construction, the red team constructed a basic command-and-control server
to create botnet, and used a python web server to attract victims and gave them
access to the payload and executable. Then they could use botnet to infected the victims’ computers and controlled the computers. As for the MITM Attacks, DeCusatis
et al. used the blue team to filter the web traffic on their networks in order to block
the suspicious websites. After the training, students got familiar with these kinds
of attacks related to the COVID-19 pandemic and understood how to defend these
attacks.

2.4

Shortcomings of Related Work

The research and frameworks pay less attention to the factors that can affect victims’
psychological characteristics, affecting their judgment and being attacked by social
engineering attacks. Many psychological factors affect people that have not been used
in SE attacks, waiting for people to explore.
The literature review method about generating phishing emails did not have high
accuracy, such as using RNN and data insertion. These methods may change the
complete emotional content and text semantics.
Victims are the weakest link in phishing attacks. Less simulation or generated
methods generate phishing emails based on the victims’ intent.
Most of the training methods are for people who have basic knowledge of network
security or social engineering attacks. The user groups are very limited. As for the
training games and platforms, after the games or the modules on the platforms were
experienced, the training was over. It lacks ways to continue to increase awareness of
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prevention after the training was over.
In our research, we will launch the SE attacks based on victims’ characteristics.
For example, we will use different phishing templates for phishing attack simulations.
If users like to use Twitter, we will send the phishing attack with Twitter information. If users prefer to use PayPal for online shopping, we will launch the phishing
simulation with PayPal information.
As for the second shortcoming, we added phishing elements in real emails. All the
phishing templates that we used were based on the actual emails that the developers
received before, and the developer manually added phishing elements in the emails. In
this way, we could confirm that our phishing templates will not change the emotional
content and text semantics.
We created the training platform and added gamification on the platform. First,
the users for the platform did not need to have basic knowledge of SE attacks because
the platform would send information and tips for the users. Secondly, adding gamification elements could keep the entertainment of the game. Last but not least, this
platform could use for an extended period. It could send multiple attack simulations
and continuously provide SE-related information to the users.
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CHAPTER 3
Methodology
In this chapter, we discuss three aspects: Gamification, SE Attack Simulation, and
evaluation. The Gamification section introduces the principles of designing a gamification system, combines the design principles with SE training, and maps the gamified
elements with the SE training. The SE Attack Simulation will focus on simulating
one of the widespread SE attacks: the Phishing Email Attack. The last section, the
evaluation, will discuss our research evaluation plan and the metrics that we use to
evaluate our research.

3.1

Gamification

Using gamification is for combining game elements to make the platform engaging,
attractive, and more interactive. It is an effective way to encourage users to participate in the SE attacks defending training and enhance their awareness of preventing
SE attacks in an enjoyable atmosphere.
The method to combine gamification elements and SE training is to create a gamified SE training platform. The gamification training platform follows the gamification
design structure with six steps, and each step begins with the letter D [83]. It is a
famous framework of gamification designing called the 6D Framework. It includes Define Business Objectives, Delineate Target Behaviors, Describe Your Players, Devise
Activity Loops, Don’t Forget The Fun, and Deploy the Appropriate Tools.
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3.1.1

Defining Business Objectives

Before we combine the gamification elements with SE training, we need to think about
the aims of applying gamification, Write a list and rank the possible objectives. Then,
justify the objectives.
In our research, the aims of using gamification elements are motivating users to
participate in the SE training, helping them master SE-related knowledge. helping
them understand how to prevent SE attacks, and enhancing their awareness of defending against SE attacks. Based on these aims, we came up the following objectives.
• The first objective is to help users master SE-related knowledge. We should
provide the SE-related information to the users, help them understand what is
social engineering attacks.
• The second objective is enhance users’ awareness of defending against SE attacks
and help them understand how to solve or prevent SE attacks. If users did not
be attacked by SE attacks, we should alert them to prevent the attacks. If they
attacked by SE attacks, we should help them solve the problem and tell them
how to defend SE attacks.
• The third objective is to encourage users pay attention to the SE training,
give their motivations to participate in the SE training. Therefore, we combine
gamification elements with the SE training.

3.1.2

Delineate Target Behaviors

In this step, we should think about what we want the users to do with the gamification
application. Then, we should also think about the win states of the gamified system.
In other words, how can we find this gamification platform succeeds. Finally, we
should think about the analytic, which is measuring targets behaviours and win states.
As for our gamification platform, users are the target. Based on the gamification
designing objectives, the users will have four behaviors.
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• First is Experience Sharing. Users can share SE-related information or experiences on the gamification platform. This will help other users to learn more
about SE. This can also alert other users to defend the similar attacks that
has been shared on the platform. Users also can give responses to other users’
experiences, such as ”Like” or ”Not interested” other users’ experiences.
Sharing experiences helps users notice the SE attacks in their daily life to enhance their awareness and the awareness of sharing. Defending against SE
attacks or enhance defending awareness should not only for users themselves
but also for other people around them to avoid being tricked by the attacks.
• The second behavior is Report Attacks. Users can report SE attacks on the
training platform. In our training platform, we focus on phishing email attacks.
Our training platform will launch several phishing email attacks, and the users
can report these attacks on the platform. The training platform will also provide
solutions to defend against these phishing attacks or provide solutions to the
harm caused by these attacks.
By reporting the attacks, users learn to distinguish phishing emails and enhance
their awareness of defending against SE attacks. By reviewing the solutions,
users can acquire SE-related knowledge. Our training platform can also analyze
whether the user’s security awareness has improved based on the user’s reports.
• The third behavior is Daily Email. Users receive daily email every day. The
daily email reminds users to share experiences, and report attacks. Meanwhile,
the daily email will provide SE-related trending news, information, or provide
tips for defending SE attacks. By checking daily email every day, users can
acquire SE-related knowledge and enhance their awareness of defending against
SE attacks.
There are three essential win states of our gamified training platform. First, if the
gamification elements can encourage users to participate in the SE training, we can say
that our gamified training system has a positive effect. Secondly, if the gamification
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elements can motivate users to share experiences, report attacks, or give responses
to other users’ experiences, the gamified training system also has a positive effect.
Last but not least, if the gamified training platform can enhance users’ awareness of
defending against SE attacks, our training platform has a positive effect.

3.1.3

Describe Your Players

Richard Bartle defined four player types for gamification: the Achiever, the Explorer,
the Socializer, and the Killer [57]
• The achievers want to finish as many achievements as possible and show the
rewards to other users. They want to show their talent and act upon the world.
In the SE training platform, The achievers want to finish their achievements and
be experts in defending SE attacks. They prevent the attack simulations many
times, and they try to gain more points to be at the top of the leaderboard, get
the badges, get the rewards, and show their scores to other users.
We put all the users’ ranks and total points on the leaderboard. Users can
review the points and rank of all the users on the platform. When users get
rewards, we announce this exciting news to all the users on the platform.
• The explorers want to interact with the world. They like to discover more
ways to earn badges, points and find more gamification elements.
As for the SE training platform, this group of people continually explores the
platform’s functionalities, discovers new ways to add points, and moves forward
in exploring the rules.
We set many kinds of adding point rules, achievement rules, and badge rules to
let the explorers discover.
• The socializers are the vast majority of the players in the gamified system.
They like to communicate with other users, and they are happy to work with
other users to achieve their goals.
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On the SE training platform, we encourage users to give responses to other
users and also encourage them to communicate with the training platform. For
example, users can give responses to other user’s experiences, whether they
”like” these experiences or not. Users can report the attacks on the training
platform, and the training platform will provide the solution or defending tips
based on the reports. Users who give responses to the experiences and report
the attacks can get points, achievements, and badges as encouragement. Users
can also give feedback to the platform to help us improve the platform.
• The last type of player is the killer. This type of player is similar to achievers.
They both like to gain points and badges and try to reach as many achievements
as possible. However, the killers want to be the best at the game; even they
need to fight with other users.
As for the SE training platform, it is better to avoid having this kind of user.
We set several punishments on the platform. For example, if users continue to
share worthless experiences or have conflicts with other users, other users can
click ”Not Interested” on their experiences, then the author will lose points.
They can also report it to the platform by giving feedback to the platform. We
will confirm the problem and give ”the killers” warning.

3.1.4

Devise Activity Loops

There are two kinds of activity loops in a gamified system: the engagement loops and
the progression loops.
The engagement loops work at the micro-level. It is a loop that starts at motivation to action, feedback and ends at motivation.
There are three engagement loops in the SE platform and these loops shown in
Fig.3.1.1.
• The first engagement loop starts from acquiring SE attacks knowledge, which is
the motivation; to get points, badges, and rewards. Which is the user’s actions;
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Fig. 3.1.1: Engagement Loops
to learn more about SE attacks, which is the feedback; finally back to acquire
SE attacks knowledge.
• The second loop is from using the gamification training platform for SE awareness training; to improve users’ defending awareness, to let users continuously
raise awareness about defending SE attacks in an exciting atmosphere, finally,
loop back to the use of the training platform.
• The third loop is from the platform launching phishing simulations; to let users
report the attacks on the training platform, and the training platform provides
solutions to defend the attacks, finally go back to launch phishing simulations.
The other kind of loop is the progression loop, which works at the macro level.
It shows how the gamified system moves forward. The loop of specific steps to reach
the gamified system’s goals is called a progression loop.
As for the SE training platform, the progression loop includes daily email activity, reporting SE attacks, sharing experience, give responses to other users’ experi-
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ences, and ultimately enhancing the awareness of defending SE attacks and master
SE knowledge.

3.1.5

Don’t Forget the Fun

All the gamification rules, gamification elements, and the gamified system are all
worked for fun. Fun is the key point of the gamified system. The gamification
elements should be interesting to attract users’ attention, and the rules should be
variegated, attractive, and flexible. However, the elements themselves are not fun.
The ways to show these elements should be fun. The developers can also create
attractive logos, graphics, creative achievements, points, and badges in the gamified
system to increase the fun.

3.1.6

Deploy the Appropriate Tools

Many extensive toolkits can be used to develop the gamified system, such as the PBL
framework and MDC Model. All these frameworks work for creating gamification
elements, and the essential thing is not using all the tools or elements on a platform.
It is using the correct and appropriate gamification tools or elements on the platform.
As for the SE training platform, the MDC Model will be an appropriate choice. It
includes more elements than the PBL framework. If the PBL framework is the basic
element of gamification, which includes points, badges, and leaderboard. MDC Model
will be more thoughtful.
After choosing the appropriate model to develop gamification elements, it is crucial
to mapping the MDC Model to the SE training platform.
A. Set Gamification Elements
The first step is setting the basic gamification elements. All the gamification
elements will be related to the functions of the training platform.
(a) Sharing Experience
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Users can share their experience of being attacked by SE attacks or sharing
the related events around them. They can also share SE-related news or
SE attack defending tips on the training platform. Other people can choose
”like” or ”not interested” based on their experiences.
(b) Defense Attacks
The SE training platform creates attack simulations to attack users. Users
should defend the attack simulations and report the attack on the platform.
If the users click the fake hyperlinks, it regards defending failed. If the users
reported the suspicious email to the training platform, did not click the
link, and forwarded the email to the platform, it regards defending success.
After the platform launched the SE attack simulation, users need to fill in
the questionnaire on the platform as an attack report. The platform will
view this report and provide the solutions to prevent this attack or solve
the harm that occurred by this attack. There will be several questions in
the report form. For example, the questions will be, ”Why do you think
this is a phishing attack?” and ”Do you have any risk action these days.”.
B. Mapping the MDC Model
Next step is to map our gamification training platform to the MDC Model.
(a) Components Level
In the MDC Model, the lowest and most surface level is the components
level. It includes Achievements, Avatars, Badges, Boss Fights, Collections,
Combat, Content Unlocking, Gifting, Leaderboard, Levels, Points, Quests,
Social graph, Teams, and Virtual goods.
• Achievements
If the users’ points, badges, experiences, or reports reach a specific
amount, they can get extra points or badges as encouragement. This
setting about getting a specific amount to win extra points or badges
is achievements. We combine this element with SE training platform.
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– As for a user, if the experience sharing reach to a specific amount,
this user can achieve an achievement. If this user click ”like” or
”Not Interested” to the posts reaches an amount, this user can
finish an achievement.
– The accumulated number of defense attacks has corresponding
achievements. For example, if the user defense three attacks, this
user can reach an achievement.
– If the total score of a user reaches a specific point, he/she can
reach an achievement. For example, if the user gets 500 points,
he/she can finish an achievement.
– If a user got a specific number of badges, this user could reach an
achievement. For example, if the user gets five badges, this user
can finish an achievement.
• Avatars
Every user is a trainee on the platform and a defender or a victim
against SE attacks. The platform is the attacker and the training
coach. The avatar help us to understand what role we play in SE
training.
• Badges
It is similar to achievements. When user points, badges, amount of
experience sharing, response, or reports reach a specific number, this
user can get badges as encouragement.
– Every user will get initial points when they register on the platform. All of them can get a badge, which regards the beginning
of the training.
– If a user’s total points reach a specific point, this user can get a
badge. For example, if a user gets 500 points, he/she can get a
badge.
– If the user defends the simulation attacks many times, he/she can
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get a badge. For example, if the user defends the attacks three
times, he/she can get a badge.
– If the user shares a specific number of experiences, he/she can get
a badge.
• Boss Fights
Boss is an abstract concept on the gamification training platform. The
boss is different SE attacks. For example, on the training platform,
users can consider the different phishing simulations as the boss, and
they need to ”fight” with this boss to defend against it.
Treating SE training as a boss fight can increase the fun of training.
Users reported SE attacks are regarded as a victory, and this record
will be shown in the users’ adding points records. There are no special
settings for this element. Users can also regard defending SE attacks
as a daily task, not only the boss fight.
• Collections
The badges that users get every time and the achievements they finish
on the platform are collections. For example, the users can collect 1-2
badges when they are successfully defending SE attacks. The users
can also collect achievements after they get some points. There are
also some achievements rules based on the number of badges the users
have collected.
• Leaderboards
Users can see their ranks and points on the leaderboard. They can
also see other users’ ranks and points. The leaderboard is essential on
the training platform. The element related to the rewards. Therefore,
users will try their best to get a high rank.
• Levels
On our gamified training platform, we set the achievements and badges
into different levels. For example, our badge rules for the number of
experiences that the user has shared have five levels. The first level is
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”First Post”, which means the user shared the first post. The second
level is ”Great Poster”, which means the user shared three experiences.
The third level is called ”Brilliant Poster”. We also have ”Excellent
Poster” and ”Expert Poster”.
• Points
The different tasks can add various amounts of points. If users reach
their achievements, they can also gain points.
– Initially, the training platform will set every user to have a certain
amount of points.
– When the training platform launched a phishing attack, if the user
did not click the link and report it to the platform, the gamified
system will add some points. If the click the fake hyperlink. The
gamified system will deduct the points to the users.
– If the users share SE-related experiences or examples of phishing
emails, they can get some points. If the user chooses” like” or ”not
interested” to the sharing experiments, he/she can add points.
– Some of the collections can also get extra points as a bonus. If
users get five badges, they can gain extra points as a bonus. If
users finish any achievements, they will get bonus points.
• Team
Users and the training platform should work as a team to defend
against SE attack simulations. Users should report the attack to the
training platform. The training platform should provide solutions to
the attacks. They should work together to gain the success of defending a SE simulation.
(b) Mechanics Level
Mechanics Level includes the elements to move the action forward. It includes Challenges, Chance, Competition, Cooperation, Feedback, Resource
Acquisition, Rewards, Transactions, Turns, and Win states.
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• Challenges
There will be many challenges on the SE training platform. The users
need to fight these challenges to get points, badges, and rewards.
– It will be challenging for the users to keep on viewing the daily
email every day.
– The users need to defend against SE simulation attacks effectively.
The platform will provide the solution when most of the users
submitted the reports. Normally, users will have two days to report
the attack.
– An essential challenge for users is to require them to acquire knowledge about SE attacks and master countermeasures to defend
against SE attacks to avoid being attacked by SE attacks in their
lives.
• Chance
Users’ performances on the training platform will create many chances
to get points, badges, and rewards. If they share experiences, they
can have a chance to get many points. If the user defends against
a phishing attack, this user can also gain a chance to get points or
badges.
• Competition & Cooperation
The competition will be the points, achievements, and badges between
different users. Mainly shows on the leaderboard. The SE attack
simulations need the users to work with the training platform to defend
against the attack. Users should report the attacks on the platform,
and the training platform provides the solutions to defend against the
attacks. It shows cooperation.
• Feedback
The public feedback will be everyone’s points, badges, rewards, achievements, and ranks on the leaderboard. Every points record, badges
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record, and achievement record will motivate them to work towards
higher achievements. The SE knowledge they have learned on the
training platform is also potential feedback. Users can protect themselves from SE attacks.
• Rewards
Gamification training platform should provide rewards as an encouragement to the users. For example, the platform can provide gift cards
as rewards to the top three users on the leaderboard.
• Turns & Win states
For each type of SE attack, the attack simulation can be different.
Each simulation is called turns. Take a Phishing email as an example. In the first simulation, the attackers send phishing email with a
notification about promotion or getting rewards. In the second simulation, phishing email will relate to trending news. The attacker sends
a phishing email with the trending news. In the third simulation, the
attackers send the phishing email with something emergency.
Every successful defensive attack can be regarded as a phased win
state. If the user defends the phishing email simulation, it is a win
state. If the user gets the highest points and wins the reward, it can
also regard as a win state.
(c) Dynamic Level
The dynamic part elements are the conceptual elements of a game or gamified system most at the highest level.
• Constraints
The constraints have two aspects, the time of reaction and the content
constraint.
The reaction time constraints. The users will have two days to
take any action on the social engineering attack simulations. If they
did not report the attack on the training platform, they did not have
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the chance to add points for defending against phishing attacks.
The content constraints. Users can share whatever they want that
related to SE on the platform, but it has the value constraints. If
a user share an experience with useless information, other users will
think this experience is ”Not Interested”. This user will be reduced
points. So the users should share the experiences that can help other
users acquire SE knowledge.
• Emotions
The emotion of using gamification in the SE training platform should
be pleasant. By using gamification, platform users should be encouraged to learn or notice more about SE knowledge. They can enjoy
defending against SE attacks by using the training platform. We set
the points, badges, and achievements rules based on the time and the
number of users. All rules are achievable, and there are no rules that
are too strict and can cause stress.
There is another emotion in using the platform with gamification elements, which is the sense of accomplishment. By completing various tasks, achieving achievements, and obtaining rewards, not only
can the users obtain corresponding network security knowledge and
social engineering attack defense knowledge, but they can also get
satisfaction and build self-confidence.
• Narrative
The platform aims to enhance people’s awareness of defending against
SE attacks, especially preventing social engineering attacks. Thus the
background of the gamification is apparent. It is about a group of
people fighting against SE attacks that pose a significant threat to
their lives. By taking defensive measures to resist various SE attacks,
they have won more and more victory in the war with the SE attack.
Finally, they raised their awareness of SE prevention and mastered the
prevention methods of SE attacks. We did not set special settings for
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the narrative. We mention the aims and the functions of the training
platform in the instructions of the training platform.
• Progression
The users start as beginners. When they complete a task and get a
badge, they are one step closer to becoming experts. The user’s level
rises as the difficulty of the attack increases. After the users defend
all the attacks launched by the platform and get many points, they
become experts on the SE awareness training platform. We set the
different levels of achievements and badges to show the procession of
the gamification training platform.
• Relationships
There are two kinds of relationships on the SE training platform.
The first relationship is the relationship between users and the platform. Users participate in the SE training. They share experiences,
report attacks on the training platform. They get points, badges,
achievements, and rewards. The training platform is the attacker that
launches attacks on users. The platform creates different types of attacks and attacks the users by attack simulations. The training platform shows the gamification elements, such as points, achievements,
rewards, and badges, to the users.
The second relationship is the relationship between users and users.
Different users are partners, partners who fight side by side, and partners who make progress together. They can share their personal attacking experiments on the platform to alert other users to defend
against these kinds of attacks. They can also give responses to other
users’ experiences to encourage other users to share more experiences.
We follow the 6D principles to develop the gamification SE training platform.
When we develop the SE training platform, we consider all the gamification elements
in MDC Model. Some of the elements are obvious on the platform, some of the
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elements are potential. The potential elements also help the users get familiar with
the training platform and pay more attention to the SE training.

3.2

SE Attack Simulation

SE Simulation is an important training method on the SE training platform. The
platform will launch SE attack simulations. In our research, we focus on phishing
email attack simulations. We follow the SE attack pyramid to create the phishing
email simulations. First, we collect users’ personal information . Next, we design the
pretext to use in the phishing simulation. Then, we make the attack plan and launch
the simulation. Finally, we receive the attack reports and provide the solutions to the
users.

3.2.1

OSINT

The platform collects users’ personal information from the registration, such as email
addresses, interests, and names.
Users need to answer a questionnaire when they register on the training platform.
All the answers in the questionnaire will be used in designing the pretext for SE
attack simulations. For example, the answer to the question ”If you have a chance
to get a credit card, which bank would you like to use? TD, Scotia Bank, or RBC?”
will be used in creating phishing simulation templates. If the user chooses ”TD”, this
user will receive the phishing email with TD information when the platform launches
the simulation.

3.2.2

Design Pretext

There are so many factors that can use in the SE attacks to influence people’s psychological characteristics. Some people may be interested in trending news, and others
may feel attracted to the news with their interested topic. Others may be sensitive
about rewards, free trips. We choose promotions and rewards, trending news, and
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account security problems to generate SE attack simulations. Using these factors
to launch the SE attack simulations will purposefully attack the victims based on
their characteristics to achieve the training purpose. The factors have the matched
templates. Take the promotions and rewards simulation as an example. It has two
groups of phishing email templates with different topic. The first topic has two contents. The first content template includes the phishing email with TD, Scotia Bank,
or RBC information. The second content template includes the phishing email with
PayPal, Credit/Debit card, or Apple Pay information.
The platform will select the pretext based on the answer of the users’ registration
questionnaire. For the same simulation, the platform will send the same content
phishing emails with different information. For example, the platform will send the
phishing email with TD information to the users who chose ”TD” in the questionnaire
and send the phishing email with Scotia Bank information to the users who chose
”Scotia Bank”.
We propose a template that is related to trending news. People like to pay more
attention to their interests. The platform can use the trending news template to
launch the phishing email attacks. There will be two parts in the trending news
email template. The first part is the top headlines news in Canada. For example,
COVID-19 now is the hottest topic in Canada and the whole world. Then the first
trending news would be the news related to COVID-19. The second news will be the
trending news that is related to targets’ interests. For example, if the target likes
sports, the second news would be the trending news related to sports.

3.2.3

Attack Plan & Launch Attack

After we design the pretext, we can set up the attack configurations. We choose the
targets’ email addresses, fill in the campaign name, set the fake email address, and
set the email sending server, such as the SMTP server. After choosing the pretext
template and deciding the subject, we launch the attack manually by clicking the
launch button on the platform.
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3.2.4

Reporting

The reporting will be divided into two parts. The first report is the result of the
simulation. This report will show how many emails were sent by the platform, how
many people clicked the suspicious links in the email. The second report is from the
users. After the platform launched the SE attack simulation, the users need to report
the attack on the training platform. There will be several questions in the attack
report form. For example, the questions include ”Why do you think this is a phishing
attack?”, ”Do you have any risk action these days?”. The platform will analyze the
reports and provide the solutions to defend against the attacks.
By simulating SE attacks, users can learn to distinguish, analyze the SE attacks,
and give reports on the platform to explain why they think it is SE attacks. It can
help them to find their vulnerability. They can also acquire the SE-related knowledge
and defensive countermeasure of SE attacks. Then, they will improve their awareness
of defending against SE attacks.
We use the results of two reporting to analyze whether our SE training platform
can enhance users’ awareness of defending against SE attacks. We also use the number
of reports to analyze the impact of using gamification in SE training.

3.3

Evaluation

There are many methods to evaluate platform [3]. The first method is the Pre and
Post Test, and the second method is Test Against Control Groups. The third method
is called Randomized Controlled Trial. Pre and Post Test gives all the testers the
same items and lets them test the same functions. They should give feedback based
on the items’ performance [2]. Test Against Control Groups, also called A/B Testing,
usually divides the testers into two groups. The participants evaluate the same items
with a little difference, such as the different interface. Then, the developers compare
the results of these two groups to evaluate the item [11]. Randomized Controlled
Trial randomly gives the subjects to two or more groups, and treat different groups
differently, then compare the response of the different groups [35]. The data collection
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methods can be surveys, questionnaires, interviews, checklists, and feedback forms.

3.3.1

Gamification Evaluation in Other Research

Qusa and Tarazi (2021) [67] used Pre-Post Test to evaluate their gamification training
platform called Cyber-Hero. They invited 40 students of different ages and education
levels to use the Cyber-Hero for two months. Before the participants used CyberHero, they were asked to finish a test with several questions related to cybersecurity.
After using Cyber-Hero, they were asked to finish another test with similar questions
to the previous test but with a high difficulty level. Then they compared the result
and found an average of 5% improvement in selecting a stronger password, which
means gamification made incremental progress in their cybersecurity skills.
Eunsik, Rothrock, and Freivalds (2016) [56] mentioned an evaluation method that
used two same websites to evaluate the effect of using gamification in engineering
lab activities. The first website had gamification elements (GM), and the second
website is the same website without the gamification elements (NG). They had a twophase evaluation and spent the whole 2015 fall term evaluate. In the first phase of
evaluation, 67 students participated in the GM website, and 73 students participated
in the NG website. In the second evaluation phase, two groups of users switched to
the opposite website. They compared the number of participants on each platform
in the different evaluation phases, the difference in the performances on GM and
NG websites in the same phase of evaluation. They also compared the difference
in exam scores and the difference in the number of distinct days between the two
websites. After the evaluation, they concluded that using gamification in engineering
lab activities had a positive effect.
Winanti et al. [84] used gamification for basic culinary course learning at universities. They invited a class of students for the evaluation, and the evaluation
took one semester. For the first three months, students used conventional techniques
for culinary basic knowledge learning. For the second three months, students used
gamification techniques to learn culinary knowledge. Before the evaluation, students
should fill out a questionnaire. Students should fill out another similar questionnaire
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before using the conventional method and after using the gamification method. The
result showed that the score of using the gamification method was on average 10 to
20 points higher than that of using the conventional method.

3.3.2

Evaluation Metrics

There are three metrics in the evaluation:
1) Whether gamification elements can motivate users to participate in the social
engineering training.
2) Whether gamification elements can engage participants to share experiences,
report attacks, or give responses to other users’ posts.
3) Whether the training platform can enhance users’ awareness of defending social
engineering attacks.

3.3.3

Evaluation Plan

We use Test Against Control Groups to evaluate the platform. We want to determine
the impact of the gamification elements. In that case, we need to use no-gamification
as the control group to compare with the test group, which uses gamification. We
learned from the method of Eunsik, Rothrock, and Freivalds (2016) [56] and decided
to develop two same SE training platforms. The first platform applied gamification
elements (GM), the second platform has all the first platform functions without the
gamification elements (NG).
We will ask a group of volunteers to participate in the evaluation. As for the
participants, all of the volunteers can get a gift if they participate in this activity,
such as free access to online courses or tickets for cybersecurity events. All these
participants are the victims and trainees on the platform. They were divided into two
different groups. We named them to group A and group B. There will be two phases
in the evaluation. In the first phase, group A will use the GM training platform, and
group B use the NG training platform. Group A and group B can share SE-related
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experiences, report phishing attacks, and give responses to other users’ posts. The
difference is that group A will get points, badges, achievements, and rewards based
on these actions. After several days, we stop the phase one evaluation and start
the phase two evaluation. This time we switch the group to the opposite platform,
which means group A uses the NG platform, and group B uses the GM platform. It
is the same as the evaluation in phase one. They can use all the functions on the
platforms. However, in phase two, only group B can get points, badges, achievements,
and rewards based on their actions.
The difference between GM and NG is whether it has gamification elements or not.
For our SE training, We use gamification elements to engaging users to participant
in the SE training. Users can get points, badges, achievements, and rewards based
on their performances on the gamification platform. For example, if users share an
experience, they will get some points; if the number of the posts reaches a specific
number, they will get an achievement or a badge. Gamification elements are used to
engage users to participate in these SE-training-related activities. NG, which is No
Gamification, also aims for SE training. There are no gamification elements on the
NG platform. Users can share experiences and report attacks, but the platform will
not give their points, badges, achievements, or rewards based on their performances.
We discuss the metrics by analyzing the result of the evaluation. To discuss the
first metric, we plan to compare the numbers of participants of the GM platform
and NG platform in the same evaluation phase. To discuss the second metric, we
will analyze the difference between two platform performances in the same evaluation
phase. The platform performances include 1. the number of experiences that the
users shared on the platforms. 2. The number of reports they submitted on the
platforms. 3. The number of responses they gave on the platforms. To discuss the
third metric, we will analyze the total number of reports they shared on two platforms
in the same evaluation phase based on the different simulations and the total number
of fake hyperlinks they clicked on two platforms in the same evaluation phase based
on the different simulations.
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CHAPTER 4
Experiments and Results
In this chapter, we discuss the lab environment and tools of the platform and explain
the platform’s functions. Before the evaluation, we had two turns test. The first test
is the functional test, and the second test is the group test. After the two turns tests.
We found a group of participants to use the platform. We analyzed our three metrics
based on the data of the evaluation.

4.1

Lab Environment & Tools

We used python as the back-end development programming language, used HTML,
JavaScript, CSS, and jQuery as the front-end web development language. We stored
our data in PostgreSQL. As for the framework, we used python flask as the web
framework. Flask is a lightweight web framework, which can start quickly and easily
and has the ability to develop complex applications [13]. Then we deployed our
platform on Azure Web App Service, which is an HTTP-based service that can be
the hosts of web applications [12].
First, we edited the codes on Visual Studio Code, which is a source-code editor
created by Microsoft. Next, created the Azure web app service and set up the configurations, such as environment variables, startup files, open HTTPS protocol. HTTPS
protocol is an extension of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol, which can secure the
communication over a computer network [24]. We opened this protocol in order to
secure the platform. Then, we connected the PostgreSQL to the Azure web app service and turned on the SSL protocol of the database server, which is another secure
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protocol to keep the database server safe. SSL protocol can protect users’ privacy. It
can encrypt the data that goes between the website and the users [27]. Finally, we
deployed the source code to Azure Web App Service.

4.2

GamiSE

The platform named GamiSE, which is the combination of Gamification and Social
Engineering. This section will introduce GamiSE from these aspects: Common functions, Admin functions, IT department functions, and Trainees functions.
The common functions include registration, login, changing profile information,
resetting the password, checking GamiSE related information, and giving feedback
to GamiSE. The admin functions include sending daily emails, launching phishing
simulations, adding gamification rules, checking phishing simulation results, checking
leaderboard, checking user rewards, withdrawing users, and uploading photos. IT department users can use GamiSE to check users’ attack reports and submit defending
solutions based on users’ reports. Trainees’ functions include sharing SE-related experiences or information, reporting phishing attacks, checking the leaderboard, checking
their points, achievements, badges, and rewards records, and checking gamification
rules. The use case diagram shows in Fig.4.2.1.

4.2.1

Common Functions

All the users can use the registration function to create an account on GamiSE, use
the login interface to log in to GamiSE, change their profile information, and reset
passwords. They can also check GamiSE related information to get familiar with
GamiSE, and give feedback to improve the functions of GamiSE.
4.2.1.1

GamiSE Registration

Users and IT department users use the GamiSE website to register on the platform.
The register page shows in Fig.4.2.2. New users should enter their basic personal
information on the register page, such as username, email address, and password.
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Fig. 4.2.1: Use Case Diagram
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Fig. 4.2.2: GamiSE Registration
If they are trainees, they should select ”No” for the question ”Are you in the IT
department?”. If they are IT department users, they will receive a code when they
want to register on the platform, and they need to enter the code on the register
page to identify their IT department position. After entering the basic information,
trainees and IT department users need to enter a questionnaire, the questions will
use for the social engineering training simulations. Finally, they agree on the terms
and conditions, then successfully register the platform.
Admins register the platform by using the command line from the back-end. It
means IT department users and trainees will not have a chance to register for admin
by mistake.
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Fig. 4.2.3: GamiSE Login
4.2.1.2

GamiSE Login

Trainees, IT department users, and the admins use the same login interface to log
in to the platform. The login interface shows in Fig.4.2.3. After entering the email
address and password. Users will redirect to different interfaces. Trainees and the IT
department will be redirected to the homepage, and the admins will be redirected to
the ’daily’ interface.
4.2.1.3

Change Profile

All the users can change their username, email address, profile photo, and password.
After changing their usernames and email addresses, GamiSE will not ask them to
log in to the platform again. However, if they change their passwords, they need
to log in to GamiSE again with their new passwords. Users can select their profile
photos from the pictures provided by GamiSE. The profile editing interface is shown
in Fig.4.2.4
4.2.1.4

Reset Password

There are two ways for all the users to change their passwords. The first method
is changing by editing profile information. After the users logged in to GamiSE,
they can change the password from the profile editing interface. The other way to
change the password is by clicking ”Forget Password”. After the user enters the email
address, GamiSE will send an email with a reset password link to this user. This user
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Fig. 4.2.4: Change Profile
can click the link and reset the password. Both methods would log out the users, and
they need to log in to the platform with their new passwords.
4.2.1.5

Check GamiSE Related Information

Users can check the contact information of GamiSE. The contact information includes
platform email addresses, developer and IT department users’ email addresses. If they
have any problems, they can send emails to these email addresses.
Terms and conditions are shown on the platform. By reading the terms and
conditions, users know our platform use license, Data license, privacy policy, withdraw
methods, types of data collected, and the use of the collected data. These will make
users feel safe to use the platform.
On the Instruction interface, users will get familiar with how this platform works.
The instructions include the details of users’ functions, the rules of sharing experience,
report attacks, withdrawal. It also explains how gamification elements work on the
platform. IT department users’ functions also shows in the instructions.
Besides these common functions, GamiSE also has a ”Feedback” function. If
users have any suggestions to help the developer improve GamiSE, they can use this
function to send emails to the platform.
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Fig. 4.2.5: Daily News Interface

4.2.2

Admin Functions

Admins need to send daily email every day, launch phishing simulations, set gamification elements, check phishing simulation results, check leaderboard, check user
rewards, withdraw users with problems, and upload photos.
4.2.2.1

Send Daily Email

Admins will send daily emails to trainees every day. As shown in Fig.4.2.5, the admins
should enter the news title, link, and description to send the daily email. The image
URL is optional. The interface to send daily tips are similar to this interface except
for the title. The daily email contains four parts. The example of daily email is shown
in Fig.4.2.6.
The first part is experience sharing notification. If users want to share any experiences or SE-related information, they can click the link to share on the platform.
The second part is report submission. If users receive any phishing attacks and
believe those emails are from GamiSE, they can click the link to report this attack
on the platform.
The third part is the trending news or tips related to SE attacks. GamiSE will
share the recent SE attack news or tips for defending against SE attacks to the users.
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Fig. 4.2.6: The Example of Daily Email
It aims to let users acquire SE-related knowledge.
The last part is withdrawal. If the user wants to quit the SE training, he/she can
click the link and tell us the reason. Then, the system will delete all the information
about this user.
Admins also send daily emails to IT department users. The first and third parts are
the same as those of trainees. The second part of the email will remind IT department
users to check trainees’ attack reports and submit solutions. IT department users
cannot withdraw from the platform by themselves. Only the admin can withdraw IT
department users.
4.2.2.2

Launch Phishing Simulation

One of the important admin function is launching phishing simulations. GamiSE is
a SE training platform with gamification elements. Therefore, phishing simulation is
a significant part of SE training. When admins need to launch phishing emails, they
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Fig. 4.2.7: Phishing Simulation

Fig. 4.2.8: Phishing Result Interface
will click the ”Simulation” button on the website’s navigator. After they enter the
phishing campaign name and select the phishing template, they can send the email
to all of the trainees immediately. The simulation interface shows in Fig.4.2.7. After
admins launched the phishing campaign, they can check the simulation result on the
simulation result interface. The result interface shows the number of the emails that
has been sent, how many users clicked the hyperlinks of the phishing emails, and the
total number of the reports that IT department users have read so far. Fig.4.2.8 shows
the result interface. The admins need to send a notification to the IT department
users to tell them the subjects and senders’ email addresses of the phishing simulation.
It can help the IT department users to check trainees’ reports.
We designed three phishing email topics, and each topic has two kinds of email
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content. The phishing email templates were are designed by adding phishing elements
to the actual emails. The common phishing elements include [16]:
• Urgent call for some purposes. The emails said something emergency or limitedtime promotions.
• unfamiliar senders. The sender’s email address is not related to the email content, or it is the first time to receive the email from that email address.
• Poor spelling and bad grammar. The email subjects and content have spelling
mistakes or incorrect information.
• Generic greetings. Use ”Hello everyone” or some general ways for greeting.
• Suspicious hyperlinks or malicious attachments, The email content includes fake
hyperlinks or unexpected attachments,
A. Promotions and Rewards Templates
The first topic of phishing simulation is promotions and rewards. This kind
of phishing simulation includes two phishing simulations. The first simulation
is TD Bank, Scotia Bank, or RBC limited-time reward. GamiSE pretends to
be TD, Scotia Bank, and RBC to provide a limited-time offer to the users. If
users open a TD Bank, Scotia Bank, or RBC account, they will get a tablet
as a reward. The second simulation is a promotion on Doordash for paying by
PayPal, Credit/Debit card, or Apple Pay. GamiSE pretends to be Doordash
and provide users a $10 off for their next delivery for the users who pay by
PayPal, credit/debit card, or Apple Pay. These phishing simulations aim to let
users click the link and enter their sensitive information.
Fig.4.2.9 shows an example of the Doordash phishing email. These templates
have the same phishing elements. First, the sender’s email is from GamiSE,
which is not from the organization mentioned in the emails. Secondly, the
hyperlinks are fake. Those are the links of GamiSE, which are not related to
the content of phishing emails. The third element is spelling mistakes, such as
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Fig. 4.2.9: Doordash Phishing
”Tabllet”, ”Dooordash”. The last element is that some of the activities are real,
but the promotions or rewards are expired. Some of the activities are fake, such
as TD or Scotia Bank do not have this kind of offer.
The phishing simulation that uses TD, Scotia Bank, and RBC templates is
related to the registration question ”If you need to open a new bank account,
which bank would you like to use?”. For example, if users chose ”TD” for
this question, GamiSE would send the phishing email with the TD template.
The second phishing simulation that uses Doordash templates is related to
the registration question ”If you are shopping online, which kind of payment
method would you like to use?”. If users chose ”Apple Pay”, GamiSE will send
the phishing email with the Apple Pay template.
B. Daily News Templates
The second topic is Daily News. During the whole of 2020 and 2021, the whole
world pays attention to the fight with COVID-19. The information related
to COVID-19 has attracted people’s attention. Therefore, we designed this
topic which includes the trending news about COVID-19 and the trending news
related to users’ interests. We have two phishing simulations related to daily
news. The first simulation is google daily news. GamiSE pretends to be google
to send daily news. In the second simulation, GamiSE pretends to be Twitter
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Fig. 4.2.10: Daily News Phishing
and Facebook to send the daily news. These phishing simulations aim to let
users click the link and enter the password to read the whole news.
An example of daily news phishing templates is shown in Fig.4.2.10. The daily
news template includes two news. The first news is the trending news of COVID19. The second news is the trending news that is related to users’ interests. We
use News API (application programming interface) to search trending news.
News API is a REST API that returns the results for the current or previous
news and articles published by 80,000 sources around the world [15]. It is easy
to use with the Python Flask. We need to get an API key for NewsAPI and
add the conditions to the news we want to find. For example, if we want
to find the breaking headlines published by BBC News, we can add this link
in our program to search: https://newsapi.org/v2/top-headlines?sources=bbcnews&apiKey=API KEY. The return result shows in JSON format, which is
also easy for us to use in our application. We select the first news with the
setting of top headlines in Canada, the keyword ”COVID-19”, and ordered by
published date as the trending news that related to COVID-19. As for the
second news, we set it to everything published in English with the keyword
of the users’ interests and ordered by published date. Then we keep the first
news of the result as the second trending news. We show the author, title,
description, URL to the image, and content from the results and show them on
the phishing email.
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There are three phishing elements in the daily news templates. The first element
is incorrect sender email addresses. The sender’s email address is from GamiSE,
not the organizations mentioned in the emails. Secondly, The hyperlinks are
fake. The hyperlink is the link of GamiSE, which is not the link to the news.
The last element is the address at the bottom of the email is fake, and the
copyright is incorrect. The copyright for Google, Twitter, and Facebook should
be 2021, but it is 2020 in the email.
The phishing simulation that uses Twitter and Facebook templates is related
to the registration question ”what kind of social media platform would you like
to use?” and the interest they selected in the questionnaire. For example, if
users selected ”Twitter” and ”Music”, GamiSE will send the Twitter phishing
template, and the second trending news in the phishing email will be related to
music. The phishing simulation that uses the Google template is only related
to users’ interests in the questionnaire.
C. Account Problem Templates
The third topic is account malicious activity. This topic includes two phishing
simulations. The first simulation is MFA PWD. GamiSE pretends to be the IT
service to send users a notification that said their accounts have some malicious
activities. The second phishing simulation is Google PWD. GamiSE pretends to
be Google account security and notices the users that they changed passwords or
suffered a data breach and need to check the passwords they saved on Chrome.
These phishing emails aim to let users click the link to change passwords.
Fig.4.2.11 shows an example of account problem templates. There are three
phishing elements in these templates. First, the email address is from GamiSE,
not from IT service or google account security. Secondly, The hyperlinks are
fake. If users put their mouse on the link, they can notice the hyperlinks are not
related to the content of the email and have spelling mistakes, such as ”Acccountsecurity” or ”Gooogleaccount”. The third element is that some sentences
are not logical. For example, The MFA PWD simulation email mentioned,
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Fig. 4.2.11: Account Problem Phishing
”Your password has changed. If it is not you, please ignore this mail.”.
The Google PWD simulation is related to the registration question ”Do you like
to save your password on the browser?”. For example, if users click ”Yes” in
this question, GamiSE will send the account problem phishing email with the
content of a data breach to the users.
4.2.2.3

Add Gamification Elements

Our main gamification elements on the SE training platform are Achievements, Badges,
Points, Rewards, and Leaderboard.
A. Points
The admins set several ways for users to get points. First, if users share SErelated experiences or information, they can get points as encouragement. Secondly, if users report phishing attacks on the platform, they can get points.
Next, users can get points when they give responses to other users’ posts. Finally, if users get some achievements, they can also earn points. The admins can
add adding points rules on the platform, but the admins need to set the adding
points rules from the program’s back-end. The adding points rules interface
is shown in Fig.4.2.12. After the admins enter the description and the points
value, it will show on the gamification rules interface.
B. Badges
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Fig. 4.2.12: Add Point Gamification Rules
Admins can add badges rules by entering the description, badge name, badge
image, and set the conditions from the program’s back-end. The interface of
adding badge rules is the same as adding points rules. Admins set the badge
rules based on the users’ performance on the platform. The rules will be set
based on the number of posts the trainees have shared, the number of responses
they have given to other users’ posts, the number of responses they have gotten,
the number of reports, and their total points.
C. Achievements
The method of adding achievement rules is the same as badges and points. Admins add the achievement name, description and sets the conditions from the
program’s back-end. Admins set the achievement elements based on the performance of the trainees on the platform, such as the number of the experiences
they have shared and the total points they have gotten. The trainees’ number of
badges also be considered by the admins. For example, if users get five badges,
they can finish an achievement. The interface of adding achievement elements
is the same as badges and points.
D. Rewards
Admins add the reward elements by entering the rewards names, descriptions,
the reward image and sets the conditions from the program’s back-end. Every
once in a while, the champion, the second, and the third place on the leaderboard will get rewards. The reward elements adding interface is the same as
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Fig. 4.2.13: Admin Leaderboard Interface
other gamification elements adding interfaces. The admins can check trainees’
rewards records on the ”User Reward” interface.
E. Leaderboard
The leaderboard shows trainees’ names, ranks, and total points, and the leaderboard interface shows in Fig.4.2.13. The platform calculates the total points
based on the users’ points record and shows the result on the leaderboard. The
platform will automatically choose the top three on the leaderboard to win
the rewards at the time the admins set from the application’s back-end. Admins can also choose the top three from the leaderboard manually by using the
”PickWins” function.
Admins also set some other gamification elements. For example, collecting badges
is the gamification element of the collection. The trainees will also get achievements
based on the number of badges. The ”Team” element shows in the cooperation
between trainees and IT department users. Trainees submit attack reports to help
IT department users analyze the phishing attacks, and IT department users give the
solutions to help trainees defend against phishing attacks.
Admins can withdraw trainees and IT department users. If users have some
problem with their accounts or have malicious activities, they can ask the admins for
help. The admins also upload photos for all the users to pick as their profile photos.
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4.2.3

IT Department Functions

IT department users can check trainees’ attack reports and submit defending solutions
based on the reports.
4.2.3.1

Check User Reports

IT department users can decide whether the reports of trainees are appropriate or
not. If it is not an appropriate report, IT department users can delete the report.
Otherwise, IT department users will click read to the report. The inappropriate
reports include the attack which is not a phishing attack, or the same report that the
user reports without any changes.
4.2.3.2

Submit Defending Solutions

After IT department users check the attack reports, they need to submit a solution
according to the attack reports. Fig.4.2.14 shows the form that IT department users
use for submitting the solution. IT department users should tell the trainees what
the phishing email subject and sender’s email address are and why this is a phishing
email. IT department users also need to explain the method to defend against these
kinds of phishing attacks. The solution will show on the top of the homepage.

4.2.4

Trainees Functions

Trainees can use GamiSE to share their SE-related experiences or information. They
can also report phishing attacks to the platform. They can check their points, achievements, badges, and rewards record. They can also know other users’ total points and
rank on the leaderboard.
4.2.4.1

Share Experiences

The trainees can share their experiences related to SE attacks or the SE-related information on the platform, such as the news about SE attacks that happened recently
or the actual attacks they have suffered these days. Users share their experiences by
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Fig. 4.2.14: Submit a Solution
clicking the ”Share” button on the homepage (Fig.4.2.15). Then they will redirect to
the post interface. After they enter the title and the content of the post, they click the
”submit” button to share the experience. The experience will show on the homepage,
and other users can click ”Like” or ”Not Interested” on the post. The author can
update or delete the post. Fig.4.2.16 is an example of a user’s post interface. Users
can click the ”Share” button to redirect to post sharing interface, or they can click
the link in daily news to redirect to post interface.
4.2.4.2

Report Phishing Attacks

If the trainees received any phishing emails, they could report these attacks on
GamiSE. To report the attack, users need to enter the phishing email subject, email
address, why they think it is a phishing attack, and the risky operations they did
recently (Fig.4.2.17). They also need to forward the phishing email to IT department
users. Forward the phishing email can help IT department users judge whether the
attacks they report are SE attacks. By submitting the report, users can cultivate
their thinking of judging attacks and enhance their protection awareness. Trainees
can report the attack by clicking the ”Report an Attack” button, or clicking the link
provided in daily emails. Every time when users click the hyperlink in the phishing
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Fig. 4.2.15: GamiSE Homepage

Fig. 4.2.16: An Example of a User’s Post
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Fig. 4.2.17: User Submits Reports Interface
emails, they will redirect to GamiSE, and the notification interface will mentioned
that this is a phishing email, users can click ”report” to report this attack.
4.2.4.3

Check Gamification Records and Rules

Every time when trainees share experiences, report attacks, or give responses to
other users’ posts, they can get points and may have chances to get achievements and
badges. If they want to check their gamification elements records, they can click the
points records, achievement records, or badge records to check. Fig.4.2.18 shows an
example of a user’s point records. On the Points Record interface, users can see the
time they got the points, the add or deduct points, and the details of getting these
points. The achievement, badge, and rewards records interfaces are the same as the
point record interface.

4.3

Functional Test & Pilot Test

The Functional and Pilot tests aim to test whether all the functions work well before
evaluating our platform. We asked the students from our lab to process the functional
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Fig. 4.2.18: Point Record Checking
test and pilot test. The functional test tested all the functions, which includes admins
functions, IT department users’ functions, and trainees functions. The Pilot test
mainly focused on the trainees’ functions. During these two tests, The total amount
of problems that we solved and improvements that we made were 20. Here are some
examples.
A. Improvement for Registration
Users used to click register to create an account on GamiSE. After the functional test, users need to confirm their email address after they register on the
platform. Otherwise, they cannot log in to the platform. After the users click
the ”Register” button. GamiSE will send a confirmation email to their email
addresses. After they click the unique link in the email, they can log in to the
platform. This improvement aims to avoid users registering with the wrong
email address. The users with incorrect email addresses cannot receive any notification from GamiSE. So this improvement can make sure that all the users
use their correct email addresses for registration.
B. Improvement for Changing Profile
Before improving this function, users would not get any notification if they
changed their passwords, usernames, and email addresses. After the improve74
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ment, users will receive an email from GamiSE if they change their profile.
In the password updated email, users will be notified that their password has
changed recently. If it is not their actions, they can contact GamiSE. Users
will see their new usernames and email addresses in the changing email address
and username notification. If they change their email addresses, both previous
and new email addresses will get the notification. By improve this function, we
improve the security of users using the platform. They will be notified when
there are any changes to their account. If there are any problems, they can
contact the platform immediately.
C. Improvement for Users Conflict
Before the functional test, when more than one user used the same device, the
previous user did not log out of the platform. If the next user clicked the link
in the daily email to post experiences or report attacks, this user would use
the previous user’s account to share or report. This situation is the conflict
between the different users. After improving this situation, All the users will
receive daily emails with unique links. This unique link can only be used by
the user who received this email. Suppose the previous user did not log out
of the platform, and the next user uses the same device and clicks the unique
link from the daily email to share experiences or report attacks. In that case,
the system will log out the previous user and ask the next user to log in to the
platform again.
D. Improvement for Phishing Simulation
During the pilot test, we found that some testers could not receive the phishing
emails in their inbox, and these emails went to the junk email folder. After the
test, we found that Gmail and outlook had better performance, which all the
phishing emails would receive in the inbox. It is tough to make the phishing
emails that can receive in the inbox for all the email services. Because different
email services have different security rules, and different methods are used to
classify phishing emails and spam emails. Then we decided to make an an75
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nouncement to all the users that it would be better to use Outlook or Gmail
accounts to register for the platform. Meanwhile, they should add the GamiSE
email address to their safe sender list of the email services.
The functional test and pilot test also solved some problems. We limited the length
of the descriptions for adding points and achievements and added more details in the
instructions to make the operations clear. We also solved the system interruption
caused by withdrawing IT department users and withdrawing the users with wrong
email addresses. After the functional test and pilot test, we were ready for the
evaluation.

4.4

Evaluation

We analyze the evaluation results to verify the three metrics that we mentioned in
chapter three. The participants in the evaluation were students from the University
of Windsor. We invited these participants by sending emails to the Computer Science department, sending information to our research lab, and sending messages to
developer’s friend groups. The evaluation is accepted by the Research Ethics Board
(REB) of the University of Windsor.

4.4.1

Evaluation Design

In order to discuss the effect of gamification elements, we deployed two SE training
platforms. One platform had gamification settings which we called GM platform, and
the other one had the same functions but without gamification settings called NG
platform. There were two phases during the evaluation. We planned to have 40 to
80 participants to participate in the evaluation. The participants were divided into
two groups based on the time they participated in the evaluation. We named the two
groups Group A and Group B. The evaluation took twenty days, which was ten days
for each phase of evaluation. Group A used the GM platform in the first evaluation
phase, and Group B used the NG platform. In the second phase of evaluation, all the
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participants were assigned to the opposite platform, which means Group A used the
NG platform in the second phase, and Group B used the GM platform. The admin
was the platform developer, as well as the IT department user.
There were 74 participants enrolled in the evaluation. Half of the participants
were in Group A, and half of them were in Group B. All the users could share their
experiences or SE-related information on both of the platforms. All the users could
respond to the posts, such as ”Like” or ”Not Interested”. Both of the platforms
would launch phishing simulations during the first and second phases of evaluation.
If users thought they received the phishing emails and believed the emails were sent
by GamiSE, they could report the phishing attacks on GamiSE. The IT department
user would check their reports and submitted solutions based on each simulation.
If the trainees finished participating the evaluation, they would get free tickets
for the SE-related seminar or free online courses as the participating gift. Most
of the users were students from COMP-3670. If they finished the evaluation, they
would get bonus points for the class COMP-3670. The evaluation only influenced
their bonus points, and it did not influence the class content. The left participants
were from developer’s friend groups, and they would get free gifts if they finished
the evaluation. Finished participating the evaluation means they need to post 10
experiences or SE-related information and report two phishing attacks during the
twenty days’ evaluation. The Amazon gift cards, which were the rewards on the GM
platform, were only for the users on the GM platform.
4.4.1.1

Daily Emails

GamiSE sent daily emails to all the users every day during the first and second phases
of evaluation. The daily emails were the tips or news on Social Engineering. We sent
the information about different SE attacks, such as phishing, baiting, vishing, and
smishing. We also sent the tips to defend against these kinds of attacks. If there were
some trending news related to SE attacks, we also shared them in the daily emails.
GamiSE asked all the users whether they want to share any experiences or information on the platform or whether they would like to report attacks on the platform
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in the daily emails. If the user wants to withdraw from the platform, they could click
the link provided in the daily email to withdraw GamiSE.
GamiSE also sent daily emails to the IT department user every day. The daily
email reminded IT department users to check users’ reports, and submit solutions.
4.4.1.2

Phishing Simulations

GamiSE launched three simulations on both of the platforms in the first phase of
evaluation. The first simulation in the first phase of evaluation was promotion topic
simulation. It was TD, Scotia Bank, and RBC had a chance to get a tablet. The
second simulation was trending news sent by Google. In the third simulation, GamiSE
pretended to be the IT services to send an email about their account security problem.
During the second phase of evaluation, we launched three similar phishing attacks
as the first evaluation phase. The first simulation was about Doordash’s promotion
for the users who used Apple Pay, PayPal, and credit/debit card as the payment
method. In the second simulation, GamiSE pretended to be Facebook and Twitter
to sent trending news with fake hyperlinks. The last simulation was about the google
password problem.
In the first phase of evaluation, We launched the first simulation on Thursday
afternoon, the second simulation on Sunday evening, and the third simulation on
Monday morning. In the second phase of evaluation, we launched the first simulation
on Monday morning, the second simulation on Thursday afternoon, and the third
simulation on Friday morning. According to the online research, we found the top
days of the week that received phishing emails were: Friday (38.5%), Monday (30%),
Sunday (10.9%), and Thursday (6.5%) [71]. According to another research, the best
time to send the email in a day were: 9 AM to 10 AM, 2 PM to 3 PM, 7 PM to
10 PM [85]. Therefore, we decided to launch the phishing simulation during these
periods.
After the trainees received the phishing email, they had two days to report the
attack. The IT department users checked the reports every day. If the IT department
users thought the report was not appropriate, they could delete the report. Otherwise,
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they would click ”Read” it. During the evaluation, we only accepted the report related
to the phishing simulations launched from our platform. The inappropriate report
includes the attack is not the phishing attack launched from our platform, or the user
reports the same report without any changes. The IT department user would submit
the solution based on the simulation after two days.
4.4.1.3

Gamification Elements

The gamification elements included point, badge, achievement, reward, and leaderboard. The gamification rules were set according to the evaluation time and the
number of participants. Only the trainees of the GM platform could get points,
rewards, badges, and achievements based on their performance.
At the beginning of the evaluation, we planned to have 40 to 80 participants in
the evaluation, 20 to 40 participants for each platform. The evaluation would take
ten days for each phase. According to this conditions, we set our gamification rule
on the GM platform.
First, we set the basic adding points rules. Users would get 10 points if they
shared an SE-related experience or information. They would get 20 points if they
reported a phishing report. For each response the users give to the post, they would
get 2 points. If the IT department user check this user’s report and thought it is
not an appropriate report, which means this report was not related to the phishing
simulation from GamiSE, the IT department user could delete the report, then this
user will reduce 20 points. Part of the adding points rules are shown in Fig.4.4.1.
Next, we set the achievement rules. A total of 16 achievement rules were available.
When the user got an achievement, they could also earn points based on the achievements. Part of the achievements is shown in Fig.4.4.2. All the trainees would have an
achievement for their registration. They would get other achievements based on the
number of experiences or information they shared, the number of the attacks they
reported, and the number of responses to other users’ posts. The total responses they
received also help them get the achievements. For example, if a user got 20 ”like”
in total, this user could get an achievement and get some points. If the user got
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Fig. 4.4.1: Part of Points Rules
220 points and 540 points in total, they could also get achievements. The number of
badges they got during the evaluation also help them get achievements.
There were some achievements that were not friendly to the users. The users
would not like to get those achievements. The total number of ”Not Interest” they
have gotten would be related to these achievements. For example, if a user got 20
”Not Interested” in total, this user will be deducted 5 points. These achievements
helped the users post high-quality posts. If the user posted an inappropriate post,
other users could click ”Not Interested” to this post. Then, this user would think
about the quality of the post before posting the next post because of the losing points.
Then we came to the badges settings. There were 20 badges available on the GM
platform. Part of the badges is shown in Fig.4.4.3. When the trainees registered
on the platform, they could get their first badge named ”Beginner”. The ways to
get badges included the number of the experience or information that the trainees
shared, the number of the attacks they reported, the number of the responses they
gave to other users’ posts, the total number of ”Like” they have gotten, and their
total points. For example, if the user posted an experience for the first time, this user
could get a badge called ”First Post”. If the user got 100 points, this user could get
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Fig. 4.4.2: Part of Achievements
a ”Great Trainee” badge.
The final part of the gamification setting was rewards. The champion, second and
third places on the leaderboard could get the reward. It is shown in Fig.4.4.4.
Trainees on the GM platform could check their point record at Points - Points
Record, check achievement records at Points - Achievements, check badge at Points Badges, and reward at Points - Rewards. They could also check their rank and total
points on the leaderboard. If they would like to know how to get points, achievements,
and other gamification settings, they could check it at Points - Gamification Platform
Rules.

4.4.2

Analyze Result

In order to verify the three metrics of our research. We analyzed the results of the
evaluation.
4.4.2.1

The Impact of Gamification on Participation

To verify the first metric, ”Whether gamification elements can motivate users to
participate in the social engineering training.”, we analyzed the number of students
who registered and the number of active users on websites for each phase of evaluation.
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Fig. 4.4.3: Part of Badges

Fig. 4.4.4: GamiSE Rewards
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Active users refer to the users who at least shared one experience, or reported one
attack, or gave one response to other users’ posts. Actual registered participants refer
to the participants who created an account on the platform. The total registered users
refer to the users who submit the consent letter. The result shows in Table.4.4.1.
Phase

Phase1

Phase2

Platform

GM

NG

GM

NG

Active Participants

25 (67.57%)

21 (56.76%)

21 (56.76%)

15 (41.67%)

Actual Registered Participants

31 (83.78%)

30 (81.08%)

23 (62.16%)

23 (63.89%)

Total Registered Users

37 (Group A)

37 (Group B)

37 (Group B)

36 (Group A)

Table 4.4.1: The Number of Registered Users and Active Users on Websites for Each
Phase of Evaluation
In the first phase of evaluation, both Group A and Group B had 37 participants
who submitted the consent letters. The participants who submitted the consent letter
means they would like to participant in the evaluation. There were 31 participants
registered on the GM platform, and 25 users used the GM platform for SE training.
As for the NG platform, 30 participants registered the platform, and 21 users were
active users. In phase two, of the 37 participants in Group B and 36 participants
in Group A, 23 participants registered on each platform, 21 were active users on the
GM platform, and 15 were active users on the NG platform. After we compared the
number of registered and active users on each platform during the same evaluation
phase, we found that in phase one, the registered rate for the GM platform was 2.7%
greater than that for the NG platform. The percentage of active users on the GM
platform was 10.81% higher than that for the NG platform. In the second phase of
evaluation, although the registered rate for the GM platform was 1.73% lower than
that for the NG platform, the percentage of active users on the GM platform was
15.09% higher than that for the NG platform.
From the graph, we can see that the number of actual registered participants on
the GM and NG platform has slightly decreased in the second phase of evaluation.
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One possible reason is that the second phase of evaluation is near the final exam for
the University. Users were busy preparing for their final exam. Therefore, they did
not have the time in participating the evaluation. One user withdrew from Group A
in phase two because of personal reasons.
4.4.2.2

The Impact of Gamification on Performance

To verify the second metric, ”Whether gamification elements can engage participants
to share experiences, report attacks, or give responses to other users’ posts.”, we
compared the difference between the users’ performance on each platform during the
same evaluation phase. We used IBM SPSS Statistics [20] to analyze the data. SPSS
is a statistical platform made by IBM, and it has plenty of methods to analyze the
data. There are many methods on SPSS to compare the difference between two
groups of data, such as the t-test and the Mann-Whitney U test.
We compared the difference between the number of posts that participants posted
on GM and NG platforms in the same evaluation phase. We compared the difference
between the number of reports that participants submitted on the GM and the NG
platforms in the same evaluation phase. We also compared the difference between
the number of responses participants gave to other users’ posts on the GM and the
NG platforms in the same evaluation phase.
First, we should verify whether our data are normally distributed or not. That
means we need to verify the normality for the number of posts that participants
shared on the GM platform as well as the other groups of data. The T-test required
that the data be normally distributed, but the Mann-Whitney U test did not have
this requirement. The groups of participants who used the GM and NG platforms
are independent samples, and the number of posts, reports, and responses depend
on the group of participants. Then we used the Normality Test on SPSS to test the
normality. The null hypothesis was that the data were normally distributed.
The results show in Table.4.4.2. Under the test level of α = 0.05, if P>0.05,
we retain the null hypothesis, which means the data can be considered to obey the
normal distribution. However, as we can see from the table, the p-values are all less
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than 0.05, which means we should reject the null hypothesis. All the data are not
normally distributed. We can also get this conclusion based on the normality test
histograms, which show in Fig.4.4.5 and Fig.4.4.6
Tests of Normality (Shapiro-Wilk)
Activity

Post

Report

Response

Platform

Phase 1

Phase 2

Statistic

df

Sig.

Statistic

df

Sig.

GM

0.449

31

<0.001

0.769

23

<0.001

NG

0.741

30

<0.001

0.631

23

<0.001

GM

0.777

31

<0.001

0.826

23

0.001

NG

0.760

30

<0.001

0.775

23

<0.001

GM

0.778

31

<0.001

0.765

23

<0.001

NG

0.667

30

<0.001

0.559

23

<0.001

Table 4.4.2: Tests of Normality
Since these groups of data were not normally distributed, we use the MannWhitney U Test to compare the difference.
Mann-Whitney U test is used to compared the difference between two independent
groups in the dependent variable. The following assumptions need to be followed to
use the Mann-Whitney test:
• The dependent variable should be ordinal or continuous.
• The compared group should be independent or from two categorical.
• The observations should be independent, which means the observation process
of the two independent groups should not affect each other.
• The dependent variable of two independent groups should not be normally
distributed.
As for our evaluation, the independent groups were the participants on the GM
the NG platforms. The dependent variables were the number of posts, the number of
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Fig. 4.4.5: Normality Test Histogram in Phase 1
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Fig. 4.4.6: Normality Test Histogram in Phase 2
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reports, and the number of responses, which were continuous variables. The observation process of the two independent groups did not influence each other, and the
dependent variables were not normality. Therefore, we could use the Mann-Whitney
U test to test the difference.
First, we set the null hypothesis:
• H0: There is no difference between the number of posts on the GM and NG
platform in phase one.
• H0: There is no difference between the number of reports on the GM and NG
platform in phase one.
• H0:There is no difference between the number of responses on the GM and NG
platform in phase one.
• H0: There is no difference between the number of posts on the GM and NG
platform in phase two.
• H0: There is no difference between the number of reports on the GM and NG
platform in phase two.
• H0: There is no difference between the number of responses on the GM and
NG platform in phase two.
Mann-Whitney U test uses mean ranks to compared the difference between two
independent groups. SPSS calculates the Mean Rank, U Value, P-Value, and Z-Score
using the Mann-Whitney U Test [77]. Mean Rank uses to compare the more positive
effect for the independent groups. If one group has a higher mean rank, it means this
group has a more positive effect. It is also used to compare the difference between
two independent groups. As for our evaluation, if the different platform does not
affect the performances, the mean ranks should be roughly equal for two independent
groups. Mann-Whitney U is the test statistic, and it uses a number to summarize
the difference in mean ranks. P-Value, which is the Exact Sig. (2-tailed) is used
to verify whether the null hypothesis should retain or not. If p < 0.05, we reject
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Activity

Phase 1

Platform

Post

Report

Response

N

Activity N

Mean Rank

GM

31

233

34.65

NG

30

17

27.23

GM

31

32

32.37

NG

30

26

29.58

GM

31

2037

38.76

NG

30

57

22.98

U

P Value

Z-Score

352.000

0.079

-1.755

422.500

0.505

-0.667

224.500

<0.001∗

-3.539

Effect Size

0.453∗∗

* The significance level is 0.050.
** 0.1 (Small effect), 0.3 (Moderate effect), 0.5 and above (Large effect).
Table 4.4.3: Mann-Whitney U Test (Phase 1)
the null hypothesis. Otherwise, we retain the null hypothesis. Z-Score is also called
standardized scores, and we used Z-Score to calculate the effect sizes by using the
formula

|Z|
√
N

and used Cohen’s classification of effect sizes to explain the effect size.

0.1 to 0.3 is a small effect, 0.3 to 0.5 is a moderate effect, and 0.5 and above is a large
effect [14].
We used IBM SPSS Statistics to analyze the data, and the results shows in Table.4.4.3 and Table.4.4.4.
The number of posts that posted by participants on the different platforms in
phase one did not show a difference (U = 352.000, p = 0.079 > 0.05), but it showed
a difference in phase two (U = 164.500, p = 0.023 < 0.05, GM Mean Rank= 27.85,
NG Mean Rank= 19.15, Z = −2.275), and the GM platform showed a moderate
positive effect (Effect Size= 0.335). The number of reports that participants submitted on the different platforms in phase one did not show a difference (U = 422.500,
p = 0.505 > 0.05), but it showed a difference in phase two (U = 168.500, p = 0.023 <
0.05, GM Mean Rank= 27.85, NG Mean Rank= 19.15, Z = −2.275), and the GM
platform showed a moderate positive effect (Effect Size= 0.326). There was a dif-
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Activity

Phase 2

Platform

Post

Report

Response

N

Activity N

Mean Rank

GM

23

183

27.85

NG

23

50

19.15

GM

23

40

27.67

NG

23

20

19.33

GM

23

1658

28.46

NG

23

149

18.54

U

P Value

Z-Score

Effect Size

164.500

0.023∗

-2.275

0.335∗∗

168.500

0.027∗

-2.214

0.326∗∗

150.500

0.011∗

-2.551

0.376∗∗

* The significance level is 0.050.
** 0.1 (Small effect), 0.3 (Moderate effect), 0.5 and above (Large effect).
Table 4.4.4: Mann-Whitney U Test (Phase 2)
ference between the number of responses that participants gave to other users’ posts
on GM platform and that of NG platform in both evaluation phases (Phase One:
U = 224.500, p < 0.001 < 0.05, GM Mean Rank= 38.76, NG Mean Rank= 22.98,
Z = −3.539. Phase Two: U = 150.500, p = 0.011 < 0.05, GM Mean Rank= 28.46,
NG Mean Rank= 18.54, Z = −2.551). The GM platform showed a moderate positive
effect on both of the evaluation phases (Phase One: Effect Size= 0.453. Phase Two:
Effect Size= 0.376).
From the table4.4.3, we can see that although the number of the posts did not
show a difference between the GM platform and the NG platform in the first phase
evaluation. The number of activities shows a difference; the number of posts on the
GM platform is larger than that of the NG platform. The reason is that in phase
one, one or two users posted many posts. The number of experiences posted by each
person is uneven. In phase one, many users gave responses to other users’ posts, but
they did not share experiences or report attacks. One of the reasons is that they were
not familiar with the platform and reported attacks or shared experiences had more
steps to finish than clicked ”Like” or ”Not Interested”. Therefore, the mean rank of
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Fig. 4.4.7: Phishing Simulation - Click
the number of posts and reports did not show a big difference, which makes the P
values larger than 0.05. In phase two, users’ behavior has changed. They got familiar
with the platform and liked to share experiences and report attacks. Therefore, the
mean rank of the number of posts and reports was different, which makes the P values
larger than 0.05.
4.4.2.3

The Impact of SE Training Platform

To verify the third metric, ”Whether the training platform can enhance users’ awareness of defending social engineering attacks.”. We compared the percentage of the
participants who clicked the phishing hyperlinks of each simulation between the two
evaluation phases and the percentage of the participants who submitted the attack
reports for each simulation between the two evaluation phases.
Our first simulations in the first and second evaluation phases were using promotions and rewards templates. The second simulations in each evaluation phase were
using daily email templates, and the third simulations were using account problem
templates. Therefore, we compared the clicked percentage and reported percent-
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Fig. 4.4.8: Phishing Simulation - Report
age. Clicked percentage means for the same type of simulation in different evaluation
phases, the total number of phishing links of both platforms that participants clicked
as a percentage of the total number of phishing emails sent by both platforms. The
reported percentage means for the same type of simulation in different phases of
evaluation, the total number of attack reports on both platforms that participants
submitted as a percentage of the total number of phishing emails sent by both platforms. We only kept the record of each participant clicking the hyperlink for the first
time.
As we can see from the Fig.4.4.7 and Fig.4.4.8, in the first simulation, the clicked
percentage of phase one was 14.12% higher than that of the second evaluation phase,
and the reported percentage was 17.94% smaller than that of phase two. In the
second simulation, the percentage of clicking the phishing links in phase one was approximately four times as much as that of phase two, and the percentage of reporting
the attacks was approximately two times as much as that of the second evaluation
phase. As for the last simulation, the clicked percentage of the first evaluation phase
was 1.45% greater than that for phase two, and the reported percentage was 14.68%
smaller than that for the second evaluation phase. In the second phase of evaluation,
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Fig. 4.4.9: Question - Which Platform Does the Participant Prefer to Use?
the percentage of clicking the phishing links for each simulation had a different degree
of decline compared with phase one. Meanwhile, the reported percentage showed an
increase compared with phase one.
4.4.2.4

Questionnaire

At the end of the evaluation, we sent a questionnaire to all the participants. There are
two essential questions in the questionnaire. The first question is ”Do you think this
training platform enhances your awareness of defending against SE attacks?”, and the
second question is ”Which platform do you prefer to use?”. The first question aims to
demonstrate whether the SE training platform can enhance their awareness of defending against SE attacks. The second question aims to indicate whether gamification
elements show a positive effect on SE training.
We received 32 feedbacks from the participants. As we can see from the Fig.4.4.9,
the percentage of the participants who chose ”Enhance” was 15 times as much as
that for choosing ”Not Enhance”. Most of the users thought our platform could
enhance their awareness of defending against SE attacks, which shows our platform
had a positive effect in enhancing users’ awareness of defending against SE attacks.
In the Fig.4.4.10, the percentage of the participants who chose ”GM platform” was
approximately 4 times as much as that for choosing ”NG platform”. Most of the users
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Fig. 4.4.10: Question - Do You Think This Training Platform Enhances Your Awareness of Defending Against SE Attacks?
liked to use the GM platform, showing that our gamification platform can motivate
users to participate in the SE training.

4.4.3

Result Summary

To verify the first metric, we analyze the number of students who registered and
the number of active users on websites for each phase of evaluation. We found that,
in the first and second phases of evaluation, although there was not a great deal of
difference between the percentage of registered users on the GM and NG platform,
the percentage of active users on the GM platform were all higher than that of the
NG platform. Therefore, the gamification elements can motivate users to participate
in the social engineering training.
To validate the second metric, we compared the difference between the users’
performance on each platform during the same evaluation phase. The performance
includes post, report, and response. After we analyzed the results by using IBM SPSS
Statistics, we found that the number of posts that users posted and the number of
reports that users reported on each platform did not show a difference in the first phase
of evaluation. However, it showed a difference in phase two, and the GM platform
showed a moderate positive effect in posts and reports. The potential reason may be
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that the first phase of evaluation was near the mid-term exam for the participants.
They may have limited time to use the platform for sharing posts or reporting attacks.
The number of responses that users gave to other users’ posts on each platform showed
a difference in both evaluation phases. The GM platform showed a moderate positive
effect in both evaluation phases.
To verify the third metric, we compared the percentage of the participants who
clicked the phishing hyperlinks of each simulation between the two evaluation phases
and the percentage of the participants who submitted the attack reports for each
simulation between the two evaluation phases. In the second phase of evaluation,
we found that the percentage of clicking the phishing links for each simulation had
a different degree of decline compared with phase one. Meanwhile, the reported
percentage showed an increase compared with phase one.
At the end of the evaluation, we sent a questionnaire to all the participants. In the
32 participants’ feedbacks, more than 90% of participants thought our SE training
platform enhanced their awareness of defending against SE attacks. More than 80%
of participants prefer to use the GM platform rather than using the NG platform.

4.5

Challenges of the Research

We faced some challenges during the research.
• There is no open-source code related to gamification or social engineering that
matched our research contributions. Therefore, we need to build the platform
from scratch.
• During the COVID-19 pandemic, the methods to find volunteers were limited.
Because of the rules of the University of Windsor, we cannot find volunteers on
campus. We can only find volunteers by sending emails or sending notifications
through social media.
• At the end of the first evaluation phase, our evaluation was stopped by the
University IT Services. Because some of the users explained, they received
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phishing emails. The University email server blocked our platform’s email address automatically. We need to forward the platform’s daily email and phishing
simulations to IT Services and REB every day to solve this problem.

4.6

Limitation of the Research

Our experiment has some limitations.
• As for the evaluation, because of REB time limitations and the schedule of the
University, we only had 20 days of evaluation. Because of the limited methods
of finding volunteers, we invited 74 participants to evaluate the platform. In
the future, we can invite more participants and have a longer time evaluation
to evaluate the metrics.
• We compared our gamification platform with no gamification platform. We
came up with the preliminary conclusion that our gamification platform has
a positive effect on engaging users’ participation and positively affects participants’ performances on the SE training platform. However, there are also some
other existing methods for SE training, such as online courses, workshops, and
using serious games. We need to design more experiments to analyze the effect
of the gamification platform.
• In our evaluation, group A used the GM platform first, and group B used the
NG platform first. If we change the order of the evaluation, which means group
A uses NG platform first, group B uses GM platform first, whether the result
will change or not. Although we think the result will not be changed. Because
our training platform is an online website, it will not be influenced by external
factors, such as weather. Moreover, it is the first time for all the users to use
this platform in the first phase of evaluation. The result should be the same as
our evaluation. However, there are still many assumptions for us to verify in
the future.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusion & Future Work
With the development of technology, more and more cybersecurity attacks appear.
They like to use social engineering techniques to attack vulnerable people and steal
their personal information for malicious purposes. Therefore, SE training is essential
for people to enhance their awareness of defending against SE attacks. During the
research, we found that many people will not report SE attacks to the relevant departments or share their SE-related experience with their friends to alert their friends
to defend against these attacks. Many SE simulations cannot customize attacks based
on the victim’s characteristics. Current training approaches lack the motivation and
engagement of users. Using games is an effective way for SE training. However,
most training games require basic cybersecurity knowledge and take some time to
play. Therefore, we proposed a gamification platform for SE training and awareness.
It aims to help users enhance their awareness of defending against SE attacks in a
motivated and pleasant environment. Users can share SE-related experiences or information on the platform, and they can give responses to other users’ posts. The
platform will launch several phishing simulations with customized templates to users.
Users can report SE attacks on the platform. When the users participate in these
activities, they will get points, achievements, badges, or rewards as encouragement.

5.1

Research Conclusion

To verify our three research metrics, we invited 74 participants to enroll in the evaluation. They were divided into two groups, which were Group A and Group B.
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There were two evaluation phases, and each phase took ten days. We deployed two
SE training platforms, the GM platform, and the NG platform. The GM and NG
platforms had the same functions except the gamification setting. The GM platform
had gamification settings, but the NG platform did not have gamification elements.
Group A used the GM platform, and Group B used the NG platform in the first
evaluation phase. In the second evaluation phase, all the participants were assigned
to the opposite platform.
After we analyzed evaluation results to verify the three metrics, we found that
gamification elements can motivate users to participate in social engineering training
and positively affect participants’ performances on the SE training platform. Our
SE training platform has a positive effect on enhancing participants’ awareness of
defending against SE attacks.

5.2

Future Work

There are still a lot of works that we can try in the future.
• First, we can make the platform more automated by automatically launching
phishing simulations and sending daily emails.
• Secondly, we can develop more kinds of SE attack simulations on the platform.
We can also discover the use of AI in customizing SE attack simulations based
on the users’ characteristics.
• Thirdly, there can be more attempts in user experiences. For example, we can
add comments and chat functions to let users communicate with other users on
the platform. We can also add SE attack defense courses on the platform and
more gamification settings based on the different functions.
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Source Code
The source code for gamification training platform (GamiSE) is available on the
GitHub repository: https://github.com/RachelXur/GamiSE GM.git
The source code for no gamification training platform is available on the GitHub
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